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ABSTRACT
MULTIPLE VIEW HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
Selen Pehlivan
Ph.D. in Computer Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Pnar Duygulu
Co-supervisor: Prof. Dr. David Forsyth
July, 2012
This thesis explores the human activity recognition problem when multiple
views are available. We follow two main directions: we rst present a system
that performs volume matching using constructed 3D volumes from calibrated
cameras, then we present a exible system based on frame matching directly
using multiple views. We examine the multiple view systems compared to single
view systems, and measure the performance improvements in recognition using
more views by various experiments.
Initial part of the thesis introduces compact representations for volumetric
data gained through reconstruction. The video frames recorded by many cam-
eras with signicant overlap are fused by reconstruction, and the reconstructed
volumes are used as substitutes of action poses. We propose new pose descriptors
over these three dimensional volumes. Our rst descriptor is based on the his-
togram of oriented cylinders in various sizes and orientations. We then propose
another descriptor which is view-independent, and which does not require pose
alignment. We show the importance of discriminative pose representations within
simpler activity classication schemes. Activity recognition framework based on
volume matching presents promising results compared to the state-of-the-art.
Volume reconstruction is one natural approach for multi camera data fusion,
but there can be few cameras with overlapping views. In the second part of
the thesis, we introduce an architecture that is adaptable to various number of
cameras and features. The system collects and fuses activity judgments from
cameras using a voting scheme. The architecture requires no camera calibration.
Performance generally improves when there are more cameras and more features;
training and test cameras do not need to overlap; camera drop in or drop out is
iv
vhandled easily with little penalty. Experiments support the performance penal-
ties, and advantages for using multiple views versus single view.
Keywords: Video analysis; Human activity recognition; Multiple views; Multiple
cameras; Pose representation.
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Bu tez insan hareketlerinin birden cok kamera goruntusu ile tannmas uzerine
yaplan calsmalar icermektedir. Bu calsmalarda iki farkl yontem onerilmistir.
Birinci yontemde kalibre edilmis kameralardan elde edilen hacimleri eslestiren
bir sistem, ikinci yontemde ise goruntu karelerini eslestiren esnek bir sistem
onerilmistir. Kullandgmz iki farkl yontemde elde ettigimiz sonuclar, tek ka-
mera goruntuleri ile yaplan calsmalarda elde edilen sonuclarla karslastrlarak,
farkllklar ve performanslar incelenmistir.
Tezin ilk bolumu geri catlm yontemi ile elde edilen hacimsel veriler icin yogun
betimleyiciler onerir. Kameralar tarafndan kaydedilen goruntu kareleri geri
catlm yontemi ile birlestirilir ve elde edilen hacimler hareket pozlarnn eslenigi
olarak kabul edilir. Bu calsmalarda uc boyutlu verilerin uzerinden hzl ve ayrt
edici ozelliklere sahip yeni poz betimleyicileri onerilmistir. Bu betimleyicilerden
ilki farkl dogrultuda ve boyuttaki silindirlerin histogramdr. Onerilen bir diger
poz tanmlaycs ise baks acsndan bagmszdr yani poz hizalamasna ihtiyac
duymamaktadr. Poz tanmlayclarnn onemi hareket tanmlama ksmlar sade
tutulan duzeneklerde gosterilmistir. Sunulan hacim eslenmesine dayal hareket
tanmlama literature gore basarl sonuclar ortaya ckarmstr.
Birden cok kamera verisinin islenmesi ve ayklanmasnda hacim geri catlm
metodu secilen en dogal yontem olmustur. Ancak birbiriyle ortusen mevcut
goruntuler yeterli sayda olmayabilir. Tezin ikinci bolumunde farkl sayda ka-
mera ve oznitelikle calsabilen bir hareket tanma sistemi onerilmektedir. Bu
sistem kamera goruntulerindeki hareket bulgularn oylama teknigi ile bulmak-
tadr ve kameralarn kalibre edilmesine gerek duyulmamaktadr. Sistemin per-
formans kamera ve oznitelik saysyla orantl olarak artmaktadr. Egitim ve
vi
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snama icin kullanlan kamera goruntulerinin ortusmesine gerek yoktur. Sisteme
herhangi bir anda bir kamerann girisi ve cks kolayca cozumlenmektedir. _Insan
hareketi tanmlanmasnda birden cok kamerann kullanlmasnn, tek kamera kul-
lanlmasna oranla avantajlar deneylerle desteklenmistir.
Anahtar sozcukler : Video inceleme; _Insan hareketi tanma; Coklu baks; Coklu
kamera sistemi; Poz betimleyici .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Activity understanding is a complex as well as interesting research subject of
computer vision [1, 16, 14, 58, 45]. There is a broad range of applications for sys-
tems that can recognize human activities in videos. Medical applications include
methods to monitor patient activity such as tracking of progress in stroke patients
or keeping demented patients secure. Safety applications include methods detect-
ing unusual or suspicious behavior, or detecting pedestrians to avoid accidents.
Private and public video collections are getting popular and users need applica-
tions with automatic annotation features, ecient search and retrieval features
on large video collections (see Figure 1.1).
Activity understanding problem remains dicult, however, for important rea-
sons. There is no canonical taxonomy of human activities. Changes in illumi-
nation direction and viewing direction cause drastic dierences in what people
look like. Individuals can look very dierent from one another, and the same
activity performed by dierent people can vary widely on how they are perceived
in appearance.
The majority of work on this subject focuses on understanding activities from
videos captured by a single camera [5, 11, 4, 63]. One problem with single camera
systems is that viewpoint dierences can yield massive decrease in recognition
performance due to weak response against occlusion (resp. self-occlusion). View
1
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range is limited and nearly one third of the human body degree-of-freedoms can be
missed resulting in partially captured human postures and misclassied activities.
Multi-camera systems have emerged as a solution [15, 9, 17, 61, 35], and now are
more aordable.
(a) Large Video Collections (b) Game Indus-
try
(c) Robot Vision
(d) Automatic Annotations (e) Medical Ap-
plications
(f) Safety Applications
Figure 1.1: Cameras are installed in many places and activity recognition sys-
tems are essential for surveillance, monitoring and tracking in indoor and outdoor
places with methods including medical applications with a particular importance
on elderly people and children, safety applications detecting unusual behaviors.
Advances in activity recognition problem trigger intelligent home, oce applica-
tions using human computer interfaces (HCI) for game and multimedia industry,
it provides good support for features related to search, retrieval and automatic
annotations of large video collections in various domains (e.g. sport, music and
dance videos).
Using multiple cameras presents eective solutions to the problems related
to the limited view and self-occlusions. It provides wider view range compared
to using single view on the objects appearing in overlapping camera regions.
While one view misses the accurate body conguration or the discriminative
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appearance cues, the other view supports to recover the discriminative features
from an unoccluded aspect. Multiple camera systems can provide a broad range
of surveillance and tracking applications, but they bring new challenges. They
require new fusion techniques over the available views from multiple cameras,
new descriptors over fused data for pose matching and activity recognition, and
new scalable architectures for camera networks.
In this thesis, our aim is to investigate the multiple views in activity under-
standing. We study the human activity recognition problem from videos having
multiple views. We follow two directions and propose compact representations
as well as promising architectures to fuse large amount of video data recorded by
multiple cameras.
1.1 Overview of the Proposed Approaches
We propose methods for two scenarios. In the rst scenario, we assume that
there exist a calibrated camera system with enough number of camera views to
reconstruct volumes. Camera views are fused by 3D reconstruction and pose
instances are represented in the form of 3D volumes. The fused 3D volume is
scaled version of a real-world human pose. It results in better invariance to
changes in illumination and it no longer depends on the camera orientation. The
activity recognition performance radically depends on the performance of the pose
descriptors of the 3D volumes. We aim to have compact representations that are
fast to implement and that perform well in pose and activity recognition. Two
new pose representations for volumes are introduced and the activity recognition
is carried out using volumetric features.
In the second scenario, the human activity recognition problem is investigated
when there exist few number of cameras (resp. views) in an uncalibrated camera
setting. Motion capture systems or systems with many cameras are designed for
controlled indoor environments and they are used for computing accurate joint
locations and body congurations. In fact, there is no need of having many
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camera views to recognize the true activity class. The discriminative appearance
features for activity recognition can be obtained through views that are less than
that of used in motion capture. Our aim is to introduce a recognition system
for activity recognition with scalable and straightforward architectural properties
that support the system to be adaptable for various number of cameras. Every
pose is represented by multiple camera frames. The system fuses the individual
judgments of every frame on activities, so the activity recognition is performed
as a combination of individual frame judgments.
1.1.1 Multiple View Activity Recognition Using Volumet-
ric Features
We assume that 3D volumes obtained from calibrated cameras are available.
Human poses have articulated structures that are quite dierent than rigid body
objects resulting in high number of potential congurations. In volume based
systems, it is dicult to use an articulated body model reliably [9, 17], thus
most studies consider activities as 3D shapes that change over time. Standard
shape descriptors used in 3D shape retrieval systems aim to provide rotation
invariance [3, 20, 22], however 3D poses as part of an activity sequence need
descriptors that are invariant to vertical axis rotation (e.g. the action of an
upside-down person should be considered dierent than the action of a standing
person). Particularly, we need pose descriptors resulting in invariant activity
representations for recognition when combined in temporal domain.
We investigate volume matching strategies where each frame is modeled as a
volume. Poses are important in activity understanding [51, 8, 34]. Key poses
represented with robust and discriminative descriptors are usually enough to clas-
sify the true activity label. Therefore, a strong representation in the pose level is
necessary for activity recognition. There are discriminative 2D shape descriptors
in the literature [5, 4, 11]. However, they can not be used in 3D domain. This re-
quires new pose representations for volumetric poses. We focus on representation
of the poses to explore to what extent a human pose can help in understanding
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human activities. We therefore keep the classication part simple and observe
that good features from volumetric data are important to obtain good recognition
results.
Human body parts such as torso, arms, legs look like cylinders varying in
size and orientation [36]. We introduce two new volume based pose representa-
tions based on this assertion with a comparable performance to more complex
systems. The rst representation is the one computed with the bag-of-features
method using oriented cylinders. The second representation introduces a view-
independent, fast and simple encoding strategy to show volumes as the layered
circular features. Both approaches model activities as time varying sequences
of human poses represented by strong volumetric features extracted from voxel
grids.
1.1.1.1 Pose Features Using Oriented Cylinders
Our rst pose representation introduced for volumetric data uses a set of cylinder
like 3D kernels. These kernels change in size and orientation. They are used to
search over 3D volumes to obtain a rough estimate of volumetric shapes. We
expect some cylinders to re rarely in particular body parts (e.g. salient parts)
or some cylinders that are not discriminative to re frequently. The distribution
of cylinder responses results in discriminative features in the sense of a key pose.
This is further used as 3D pose descriptor. We show the performance of the
proposed representation for (a) pose retrieval using Nearest Neighbor (NN) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and for (b) activity recognition using Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based classication
methods. Evaluations on the IXMAS dataset support the eectiveness of the
approach.
This is our rst attempt towards modeling activities using multiple camera
systems with known camera matrices. The primary contributions of this study
are to investigate the importance of key poses in 3D domain with volumes and to
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introduce a new pose representation for an activity recognition system with mul-
tiple views. In [18], a pose descriptor is dened as the spatial distribution of 2D
rectangular lters over human silhouettes. However, we can not apply it over 3D
volumes. Our study extends the bag-of-rectangles idea dened for silhouette im-
ages to bag-of-cylinders descriptor for voxel data. Our volumetric representation
oers signicant benets over 2D representation. It is robust against occlusion
and it does not get aected by the relative actor-camera orientation while a 2D
silhouette based shape descriptor may suer from ambiguous appearance due to
viewpoint variations. However, the dimensionality of the search space increases
in volumes.
1.1.1.2 Pose Features Using Layered Features
Pose representation should be view independent. In other words, the activity
should be recognized for any orientation of the person and for arbitrary positions
of the cameras. While there are available 3D shape descriptors that provide rota-
tional invariance for shape matching and retrieval, for human activity recognition
it is sucient to consider variations around the vertical axis of the human body.
Following the idea based on the importance of view-independence in representa-
tion, we present a new pose representation based on encoding of the pose shapes
that are initially provided as volumes. Simplicity of the encoding scheme helps
to overcome the search related problems encountered in 3D domain.
Considering body parts as cylinders, we use their projections on to horizontal
planes intersecting the human body in every layer. We assume that the intersec-
tions of the body segments in a layer can be generalized as circles. The circular
features in all layers (a) the number of circles, (b) the area of the outer circle, and
(c) the area of the inner circle are then used to generate a pose descriptor. The
proposed descriptor is not view dependent and therefore does not require pose
alignment, which is dicult to do in the case of noisy data. The pose descrip-
tors in consecutive frames are further combined. Changes in the number, area
and relative position of these circles over the body and over time are encoded as
the discriminative motion descriptors. The activity recognition system classies
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an activity sample by querying over the pool of motion descriptors with known
activity labels in a nearest neighbor matching strategy.
The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. First, we
introduce a new layer-based pose representation using circular features. These
features store discriminative information about the characteristics of an actual
human pose, e.g., number of circles to encode number of body parts, bounding
circle to encode the covered area of all parts and inner circle to encode the distance
in between body parts. The study demonstrates that representation has various
advantages. It signicantly reduces the 3D data encoding. Circular model is
eective for providing view invariance and it solves pose ambiguities related to
the actors styles. In addition, representation does not require pose alignment.
Second, we introduce a new motion representation for describing activities
based on our pose representation. Motion features are extracted from matrices
constructed as a combination of pose features over all frames. The extracted
motion features encode spatial-temporal neighborhood information in twofold:
variations of circular features in consecutive layers of a pose and variations of
circular features in consecutive poses through time.
Finally, we use our motion representation to propose a two stage recognition
algorithm using well-known distance measures: L2 norm and EMD-L1 \cross-bin"
distance [30].
Experiments show that our method based on volume matching is better in
performance than other studies based on (a) training and testing on the same
single camera (b) training and testing on dierent single camera and (c) training
on volume projections and testing on single camera. Moreover, our pose repre-
sentation presents comparable results to other studies of volume matching (see
Table 2.1).
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1.1.2 Multiple View Activity Recognition Without Re-
construction
There are practical disadvantages of the approaches that are based on matching
3D reconstructed volumes. One must nd which cameras overlap, there need to
be enough overlapping views to reconstruct, and one must calibrate the cameras.
Figure 1.2 shows some ambiguous cases for volume reconstruction when there
exist few number of cameras used in the system. The shapes of the reconstructed
volumes are dependent on the camera positions and the overlapping regions. A
bad camera layout can generate bad reconstructions including extra voxels. This
results in many pose hypotheses that can be ambiguous for extracting discrimi-
native pose features and for identifying pose labels.
A simpler alternative is to match frames individually, and then to collect ac-
tivity votes, and to fuse activity judgments from overlapping views. This oers
signicant advantages in system architecture. For example, it is easy to incorpo-
rate new features; camera dropouts and camera addition can be tolerated by the
system. We show that there is no performance penalty for using a straightfor-
ward weighted voting scheme. In particular, when there are enough overlapping
views to produce a volumetric reconstruction, our recognition performance is
comparable with that produced by volumetric reconstructions; but when views
are not enough, performance degrades fairly gracefully, even in cases where test
and training views do not overlap.
The main point of this study is to show that, when one has multiple views of
a person, there is no reason to build a 3D reconstruction of the person to classify.
Doing so creates major practical diculties, including the need to synchronize
and calibrate cameras. But straightforward data fusion methods give comparable
recognition performance in the context of a radically simpler system architecture
with signicant advantages. Our work emphasizes the scalability to more cameras
and more appearance features. It appears to be practical for large distributed
camera systems.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Inferring the shape of human pose using 3D reconstructed volumes
may be ambiguous resulting in performance penalty in activity recognition when
there are few number of cameras in the system. In example (a) and (b); xing
camera 1, and moving camera 2, the area under cones is ambiguous and respec-
tively the volume of the object (red and blue ellipses represent two of many
possible body hypotheses in the overlapping region). Example (c) shows a slice
taken from a leg portion of a reconstructed volume of a walking human pose, but
instead the volume looks like belonging to a four-legged object.
The contributions of the study can be summarized as follows. First, an ar-
chitecture for activity recognition based on frame matching is proposed with
straightforward and simpler appearance features. It confers to the state-of-the-
art in performance.
Second, the system oers a straightforward data fusion technique between
cameras and low level appearance features so that performance improves when
new cameras and new features get available to the system. We achieve the state-
of-the-art performance with many architectural advantages using the proposed
system.
Third, the architecture allows training and test camera sets to dier. It is
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shown that view transfer is at near state-of-the-art. This also supports camera
dropouts and drop ins in real-time.
Experiments support that multiple views in activity recognition systems have
signicant benets and outperform the single-view recognition systems. When
the same single camera is used both for training and testing, proposed system
performs at the state-of-the-art . When two cameras are used, the performance
is best compared with the group of studies of types 4 and 5 in Table 2.1. The
comparable performance with respect to volume reconstruction is justied by the
tremendous advantages.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
In this chapter, we introduce our proposed approaches for multiple camera human
activity recognition and present a brief outline. We introduce two main scenarios
and we summarize the motivations behind them with contributions as part of the
thesis.
In Chapter 2, previous studies related to activity recognition are reviewed.
Particularly, we present studies related to 2D image features, we review related
works that investigate view invariance, and we talk about the state-of-the dataset
that is used in our study and the related works experimenting on this dataset.
In Chapter 3, our study that is briey explained in Section 1.1.1.1 is intro-
duced. We present a new volumetric pose representation using oriented cylinders
in detail.
In Chapter 4, we present a new view-independent pose representation based
on circular features that is briey explained in Section 1.1.1.2. Experiments are
performed and discussed to show the robustness of proposed descriptor for pose
retrieval and activity recognition.
In Chapter 5, the activity recognition architecture proposed as second sce-
nario is introduced. The multi view activity recognition system is presented with
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extensive experimental evaluation.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, the conclusion of this thesis is given with discussions on
potential ideas and future plans.
Chapter 2
Related Work
The activity recognition literature is rich. There are several detailed surveys of
the topic [1, 16, 14, 58, 45]. We conne our review to covering the main trends in
features used, in methods that recognize activities from viewpoints that are not
in the training set, the dataset used in our experiments and the related studies
experimenting on this dataset.
2.1 Image Features
Low level image features can be purely spatial, or spatio-temporal. Because there
are some strongly diagnostic curves on the outline, it is possible to construct spa-
tial features without segmenting the body (for example, this is usual in pedestrian
detection [10]). An alternative is to extract interest points that may lie on the
body (e.g. [41]). In activity recognition, it is quite usual to extract silhouettes
by background subtraction (e.g. [4, 57, 18]). Pure spatial features can be con-
structed from silhouettes by the usual process of breaking the domain into blocks,
and aggregating within those blocks (e.g. [57, 18]). Doing so makes the feature
robust to small changes in segmentation, shifts in the location of the bounding
window, and so on.
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Because many activities involve quite large body motions on particular limbs,
the location of motions in an image can provide revealing features. Efros et
al. [11] show that averaged rectied optical ow features yield good matches
in low resolution images. Long term trajectories reduce the noisy optical ows
against background motion, and get spatial-temporal structure of action [38, 37].
Laptev and Perez show that local patterns of ow and gray level in the spatial-
temporal pyramid are distinctive for some actions [27].
Polana and Nelson [44] measure the action periodicity. Bobick and Davis
show a spatial record of motion using silhouette images (a motion history image)
is discriminative [5]. Blank et al. [4] show that joining consecutive silhouettes
into a volume yields discriminative features. Laptev and Lindeberg introduce
spatio-temporal interest points [25]; descriptors can be computed at these points,
vector quantized then pooled to produce a histogram feature. Scovanner et al. [53]
propose spatio-temporal extension of 2-D sift features for action videos. Alterna-
tively, Klaser et al. [24] introduces 3D spatial-temporal gradients.
2.2 View Invariance
Changing the view direction can result in large changes in appearance of the
silhouette and motion of the person in the image. This means that training with
one view direction and testing with another view can result in signicant loss
of performance. Rao et al. [49] build viewpoint invariant features from spatio-
temporal curvature points of hand action trajectories. Yilmaz and Shah [64]
compute a temporal fundamental matrix to account for camera motion while
the action is occurring so they can match sets of point trajectories from distinct
viewpoints. Parameswaran and Chellappa [42] establish correspondences between
points on the model and points in the image; then compute a form of invariant
time curve, then match to a particular action. The method can learn in one
uncalibrated view and match in another. However, methods to build viewpoint
invariant features currently require correspondence between points. Neither one
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could match if corresponding points were not visible. We show that, when a
second or further camera is available, we can improve recognition without any
reasoning about camera-camera calibration (fundamental matrices and volume
reconstruction, but equivalently point correspondences).
Instead, Junejo et al. [21] evaluate pairwise distances among all frames of
an action and construct self-similarity matrix that follows discriminative and
stable pattern for the corresponding action. Similar to our work, there is no
estimation of corresponding points. On the contrary to our method, and similar
to previous methods, there is no evidence that multiple camera views improve
activity recognition.
An alternative is to try and reconstruct the body in 3D. Ikizler and
Forsyth [19] lift 2D tracks to 3D, then reason there. While lifting incurs sig-
nicant noise problems because of tracker errors, they show the strategy can be
made to work; one advantage of the approach is one can train activity models
with motion capture data. Activities are modeled as a combination of various
HMMs trained per body part over motion capture data. This allows recognizing
complex human activities and provides a more generic system for unseen and
composite activities.
Weinland et al. [61] build a volumetric reconstruction from multiple views,
then match to such reconstructions. The main diculty with this approach is
that one needs sucient views to construct a reasonable reconstruction, and these
may not be available in practice. For activity recognition, less number of cameras
with broad eld of view can be enough. Alternatively, one could use volumes
only during the training stage [35, 59], then generate training frames from those
volumes by projection into synthetic camera planes. Doing so requires training
volumes to be available; in our study, we assume that they might not be.
Another group of studies fuses the image features extracted from multiple
cameras. One such work is presented in [32], where bag-of-video-words approach
is applied to a multi-view dataset. The method detects interest points and ex-
tracts spatial-temporal information by quantizing them. However, it is hard to
infer the poses by the orderless features. Moreover, extracted features like interest
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points are highly inuenced by illumination aects and actors' clothing, relative
to the reconstructed volumes.
An alternative is to build discriminative models of the eects of viewpoint
change (transfer learning). Farhadi and Tabrizi emphasize how damaging changes
of viewpoint can be [12]; for example, a baseline method gives accuracies in the
70% range when train and test viewpoint are shared, but accuracy falls to 23%
when they are not. They give a method for transferring a model from one view
to another using sequences obtained from both viewpoints. Alternatively, Liu
et al. [33] introduce more discriminative bilingual-words as higher level features
to support cross-view knowledge transfer. Unfortunately, the methods require
highly structured datasets. A more recent paper [13] gives a more general con-
struction; we do not use it here, because the method cannot exploit multiple
cameras.
2.3 Volumetric Representations
In [17], a 3D cylindrical shape context is presented for multiple camera gesture
analysis over volumetric data. For capturing the human body conguration,
voxels falling into dierent bins of a multi layered cylindrical histogram are accu-
mulated. Next, the temporal information of an action is modeled using Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). This study does not address view independence in 3D,
instead, the training set is expanded by asking actors to perform activities in
dierent orientations.
A similar work on volumetric data is presented by Cohen and Li [9] where
view-independent pose identication is provided. Reference points placed on a
cylindrical shape are used to encode voxel distributions of a pose. This results in
a shape representation invariant to rotation, scale and translation.
Two parallel studies based on view-invariant features over 3D representation
are performed by Canton-Ferrer et al. [7] and Weinland et al. [61]. These studies
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extend the motion templates of Bobick and Davis [5] to three dimensions, calling
them Motion History Volumes (MHV). MHV represents the entire action as a
single volumetric data, functioning as the temporal memory of the action. In
[61], the authors provide view invariance for action recognition by transforming
MHV into cylindrical coordinates and using Fourier analysis. Unlike [61], Canton-
Ferrer et al. [7] ensure view invariance by using 3D invariant statistical moments.
One recent work proposes a 4D action feature model (4D-AFM) to build
spatial-temporal information [62]. It creates a map from 3D spatial-temporal
volumes (STV) [63] of individual videos to 4D action shape of ordered 3D visual
hulls. Recognition is performed by matching STV of observed video with 4D-
AFM.
Stressing the importance of the pose information, in recent studies action
recognition is performed using particular poses. Weinland et al. [59] present a
probabilistic method based on exemplars using HMM. Exemplars are volumetric
key-poses extracted by reconstruction from action sequences. Actions are recog-
nized by an exhaustive search over parameters to match the 2D projections of
exemplars with 2D observations. A similar work is that of Lv and Nevatia [35],
called Action Net. It is a graph-based approach modeling 3D poses as transitions
of 2D views that are rendered from motion capture sequences. Each 2D view is
represented as a shape context descriptor in each node of the graph. For recogni-
tion, the most probable path on Action Net returns the matched sequence with
the observed action.
In [56], Souvenir and Babbs extend shape descriptor based on radon transform
and generates 64 silhouettes taken from dierent views of a visual hull. Action
recognition is performed by estimating the optimum viewpoint parameter that
would result in the lowest reconstruction error.
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Figure 2.1: Example views from the IXMAS dataset captured by 5 dierent
synchronized cameras [61].
2.4 Datasets
Numerous datasets are now available for activity recognition. The KTH [52] and
the Weizmann [4] are the state of the art human action datasets used in the
literature. The Weizmann dataset contains relatively simpler activities in fronto
parallel views and static background. However, the KTH dataset has camera
motion and includes actors in various clothing.
The Hollywood [26] dataset contains realistic human actions from various
movies with camera motion and dynamic backgrounds. Similarly, the YouTube
action dataset [31] have various challenging videos.
The IXMAS dataset [61] is a multi-camera human action dataset with dierent
viewpoints. The cameras are xed but the actors perform freely. We have chosen
to use the IXMAS dataset because it has been quite widely used, and because it
has good support for research on multiple views (each sequence is obtained from
ve dierent viewpoints). Example camera views of the IXMAS camera setting
are shown in Figure 2.1.
In Table 2.1, we show recent methods applied to the IXMAS dataset, broken
out by types of experiment. Some studies train and test on the same (resp
dierent) camera. The same camera methods outperforms the dierent camera
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Table 2.1: Results in recent studies using the IXMAS dataset. We group studies
in terms of experimental strategies performed over multiple viewpoints. Studies
of types 4 and 5 perform 3D reconstruction; in type 4, reconstructed volumes are
used to generate training frames; in type 5, volumes are used both for training
and testing. Type 5 reports the highest recognition rates on the dataset.
Type of Experiment Method Accuracy %
1) Train and test on the same single camera
[59] 59:57 (3 cam)
[12] 68:80 (5 cam)
[13] 84:60 (5 cam)
[21] 74:00 (5 cam)
[60] 83:90 (5 cam)
[33] 79:86 (5 cam)
2) Train and test on dierent single camera
[12] 58:15 (5 cam)
[13] 74:75 (5 cam)
[21] 61:80 (5 cam)
[33] 75:30 (5 cam)
3) Train on all cameras and test on single
camera
[32] 73:73 (4 cam)
[60] 83:40 (5 cam)
4) Train on projections and test on single
camera
[59] 57:86 (5 cam)
[35] 80:60 (5 cam)
[62] 64:00 (4 cam)
5) Volume matching
[61] 93:33 (5 cam)
[43] 90:91 (5 cam)
methods due to variations in viewpoint. The performance usually improves with
low level feature setting. For example, [60] presents good results for activity
recognition using local features that are robust for occlusion. Moreover, the view
invariant features, e.g. [21] increases recognition. Some other group of studies rely
on the training view samples that are obtained by either using multiple training
camera views or projecting the reconstructed 3D volumes. These studies use a
single test camera, but enriching the training samples provides good matches in
appearance. The nal group of studies are based on volume matching techniques




The natural and most common way to store human poses from multiple cam-
era frames is to fuse views in the form of 3D volumes obtained by reconstruc-
tion [39, 23, 17, 62]. The challenging part is to nd a representation which is
ecient and also robust to changes in view point, or to dierences in size and
style of human actors while searching for poses or actions. Although 3D repre-
sentations is a well studied area for 3D model matching [3, 20, 22], human poses
are more challenging than any rigid body object due to articulated structure of
human bodies. The high number of degree of freedoms on the human body, caus-
ing many dierent potential congurations, requires search algorithms specic to
articulated structures of human poses.
Activities can be identied by a single key frame (resp poses), thus a dis-
criminative pose representation results in a well performing activity recognition
system. In this chapter, our objective is to introduce a compact representation for
nding human body parts of 3D poses in any conguration and further 3D action
sequences. We consider body parts as a set of cylinders with various orientations
and sizes, and we then represent poses as distribution of these cylinders over a
3D pose. For example, it is more likely the cylinders with larger radius values to
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Figure 3.1: Our activity recognition system is based on the proposed pose de-
scriptor that is designed for 3D volume matching. 3D Poses reconstructed from
multiple camera views are represented as the distribution of cylinders. First, a
set of 3D kernels (cylinders) that are dierent in orientation and size are searched
over the reconstructed 3D Poses. Then, the bounding volume is extracted and
then divided into parts through the vertical axis. From each sub-volume, high
response volume regions with a score larger than a determined threshold are se-
lected and a histogram of distribution of oriented cylinders is computed. The
combination of these histograms constructs the feature vector to be used as a
pose descriptor and the combination of pose vectors corresponds to the action
matrix.
re on human torso, longer cylinders to appear on legs or arms, or some cylinders
to catch salient body parts.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. First, our proposed pose rep-
resentation is introduced with details of its design in Section 3.1. Next, in Sec-
tion 3.2, we present the methods used for activity recognition. Then, experimental
results are presented and evaluated in Section 3.3, and the chapter is concluded
with discussions in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Pose Representation
A human pose is characterized by conguration of body limbs having cylinder like
shapes in dierent sizes and orientations. This notion plays an important role
while structuring our representation. We model 3D poses as a set of cylindrical
kernels changing in size and orientation. Motivated by the success of representing
2D human poses as distribution of rectangles over more complicated models [18],
we use the distribution of these cylinders as a compact representation for 3D
human poses.
In order to nd cylinder-like structures over body, we generate a set of 3D
kernels and measure the correlation of these kernels with human poses that are
represented in the form of volumetric data. Highly correlated regions with a
cylinder are most likely corresponds to body parts in the same size and orienta-
tion. Rather than using complex models, we count the frequencies of occurrences
of every cylinder. However, methods based on bag-of-feature do not have infor-
mation related to the spatial location. In fact, distributions computed on local
regions can exhibit more discriminative features than globally computed ones. A
simple localization can help and this is provided by partitioning the bounding
volume into sub-volumes. Histogram of cylinders is computed and matched sep-
arately for every sub-volume. Figure 3.1 illustrates the overall process of activity
recognition procedure. In the following, the details of the proposed method are
described.
3.1.1 Forming and Applying 3D Kernels
We assume that 3D poses are provided in the form of voxel grid. In order to
search cylinders on the volumetric data appropriately, we construct 3D kernels in
the same format. A 3D kernel is formed as a grid data consisting of voxels that
are located inside a cylinder. A cylinder is dened by two parameters that are
radius and height.
A set of kernels is constructed from every 3D kernel by rotating it around
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its local axis  apart (see Figure 3.2 for an example). The symmetry of kernel
reduces almost one half of the search space in 3D. Therefore, the number of
kernels with  apart can be computed as follows:








Limbs are the salient body parts that are discriminative in terms of the key
pose and they occur in various sizes. Longer cylinders are more discriminative
to locate a limb than shorter ones, however some limbs can be missed by just
using longer cylinders due to noise factor. Therefore, we construct 3D kernels
in various lengths. Similarly, limbs in dierent thicknesses can be detected by
cylinders changing in radius. Empirically we have observed that a thick limb
can be represented as a collection of thin cylinders, and therefore we choose a x
radius value for all kernels.
After building sets of kernels, we convolve every 3D 0-1 kernel with every
3D volumetric pose. This gives a similarity score between every kernel and every
voxel location. The scores are scaled in the range of [0; 1] and then, regions having
a score more than a threshold are selected. In the experiments, we choose 0.8 as
the threshold. This threshold may change depending on whether the search is over
dense or sparse data. Voxels with high scores to some kernels may correspond to
body parts that have the same appearance with the applied kernels. Some kernels
results in high similarity score in fewer number of voxel locations than some other
kernels. This information is discriminative in the sense of a pose representation.
3.1.1.1 Distribution of Cylinders
We dene a pose descriptor as distribution of oriented cylinders. First, we form a
set of kernels with dierent sizes and orientations as mentioned previously. Then,
we model a representation storing the frequency of high response regions for each
kernel.
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Figure 3.2: Left gure is a kernel in the form of voxel grid. Right gure is the set
of kernels with various orientations around the local axis 45 apart. The number
of kernels in the set is 13 for that rotation angle.
Although distribution of cylinders reveals crucial information, localization is
needed for a better representation. For this purpose, we t a bounding volume
to each pose and divide the bounding volume into N equal sized sub-volumes
through the vertical axis. This process corresponds to dividing the height of an
actor's pose into partitions. Empirically, we have found that N = 3 gives the best
performance. The computed histograms for each sub-volume is then combined
to obtain a single histogram for a given pose. Dividing through horizontal axis
is also possible, but gridding on the horizontal plane of the bounding volume
conicts with the rotation invariance property of poses around vertical axis (e.g.
actors are free to perform activities in dierent vertical orientations).
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3.2 Action Recognition
In this section, we present methods for recognizing actions using proposed pose
representation. Considering actions as sequences of poses, we evaluate two meth-
ods for recognition and temporal smoothing: a) Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
and b) Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
3.2.1 Dynamic Time Warping
Action sequences performed by dierent actors vary in time and speed. The
most common way to handle similarities among time series is to use Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) [46]. In our problem, actions are sequence of poses where
each pose is modeled as a set of cylinders using proposed representation. This
results in a 2-D representation per action. However, DTW for 2-D series is an
NP-complete problem.
Instead, we make use of the approach [18] to nd similarities between action
sequences. In this approach, DTW is applied to compare 1-D series located at
the same bin location of two dierent action representations. This is to measure
the uctuations through time at the same bin location corresponding to number
of cylinders for a specic orientation and size. We sum the results of DTW for
all bin comparisons and nd an optimum match.
Throughout an action, some body regions in the form of voxel grid do not
change. Therefore, data series at some bins of the histogram rarely change. We
measure the variance at each bin to measure the amount of change through time.
Then, if the variance is below a given threshold, we set the 1-D series at that bin
location to zero vector.
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3.2.2 Hidden Markov Model
Second method that we apply for action recognition is Hidden Markov Models
(HMM). In our problem, we have a set of actions consisting of consecutive frames.
A frame at time t only depends on a previous frame at time t  1. Thus, HMM
is a good technique to model our problem. In our case, we model the problem
using discrete HMMs [47].
In this approach, we rst quantize all poses in training actions using k-means
clustering algorithm into a set of codewords which we refer to as pose-words.
Then, we construct HMM models per action class using 3 states. An unknown
action sequence is assigned to a class giving the highest likelihood for its HMM
model. Similar to DTW, the variance of each bin is computed to nd uniform
series. 1-D series with a variance below a threshold are set to zero vector.
3.3 Experimental Results
3.3.1 Dataset
We test our pose descriptor on publicly available INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition
Sequence (IXMAS) dataset [61]. We choose 5 actions performed by 12 dierent
actors 3 times in dierent orientations. These actions are walk, wave, punch, kick
and pick up.
Multi-view action videos are recorded by 5 cameras and videos are used to
construct volumes. Volumes from multiple views are extracted using shape from
silhouette technique. Results are taken using volumes in the form of 64x64x64
voxel grid.
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Figure 3.3: From left to right: the actual kick pose, enhanced kick pose, the
dierence between them. We ll the missing voxels using close morphology op-
erator with a 3D sphere structuring element. In the third gure, we represent
the actual pose and the enhanced version as overlapped to clearly represent the
added voxels after closing operation.
3.3.2 Data Enhancement
Volumetric poses have defects that signicantly reduce the recognition rate. Be-
fore extracting pose histograms, some techniques are used to enhance volumetric
data to eliminate reconstruction defects. In our experiments, we perform morpho-
logical closing on volumetric data using sphere structural element with radius 2.
The closing operator can close up internal holes corresponding to missing voxels.
Data enhancement process is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.3.3 Pose Representation
During our experiments, we form the set of kernels with sizes [1x5], [1x10] and
[1x20] where [n x m] means a cylinder with radius n and length m. Then, we
rotate each kernel to obtain a set of oriented cylinders. These kernels are con-
structed with 30 apart. The number of kernels per size is 31.
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Figure 3.4: Kernel search results for ve classes of 3D key poses: From left to
right, poses are walk, wave, punch, kick and pick up. Figure represents poses
from an arbitrary view. Gray level voxels are the high response regions for the
corresponding kernel that is also drawn on the top left corner of each pose. Lower
response regions below 0:8 are not counted. For walking pose, we represent search
responses for two kernels in order to show dierent responses on the same pose.
Through the experiments, we construct kernels in various sizes. For example, as
shown in the third example a small size kernel is successful in nding upper arm
of a wave pose. Note that, while using various length kernels, the radius size is
xed to 1 giving 3 voxels width.
After forming kernels, each one of them is searched over pose volume result-
ing in scores as kernel responses (see Figure 3.4) . Then, we divide voxel grid
into 3 sub-volumes. The number of high response voxels to these kernels at each
sub-volume are stored in a histogram of oriented cylinders. After forming his-
tograms, we concatenate them to be used for pose inference. Please note that,
each histogram is normalized prior to concatenation into a single pose vector.
3.3.4 Pose Recognition Results
There are many congurations of body parts that reveal dierent body poses.
Among various kinds of poses, some are more discriminative known as key poses.
In the following, we measure the performance of the proposed pose representation
to classify key poses. We use two methods to evaluate the descriptor performance.
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Table 3.1: NN-based classication results: 3 kernel sets with sizes [1x5], [1x10]
and [1x20] are constructed with 30 apart. 1x5 means that a voxel grid inside
a cylinder with radius 1 and length 5. The st column lists the names of the
selected key poses. The third column gives the performances when all kernels are
used. The other columns gives the stand alone performances of each kernel with
dierent sizes.
Poses Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
all [1x5] [1x10] [1x20]
walk 96.97 93.94 96.97 96.97
wave 90.91 90.91 93.94 81.82
punch 63.64 48.48 69.70 72.73
kick 87.88 84.85 84.85 75.76
pick 96.97 90.91 96.97 93.94
The simplest method that we use is the nearest neighbor (NN) based classi-
cation. We use the Euclidean distance to nd the best matched pose. The stand
alone and complete performances of various sized kernels are shown in Table 3.1.
Nearest neighbor based classication requires a search over the whole dataset.
Another method is multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classication.
SVM classiers are formed using RBF kernel and trained using 3 actors. We
evaluate the performances for 5 action classes. The results are presented in Ta-
ble 3.2.
The results show that NN-based method is better than SVM based method.
While taking more computation time, since all the examples in the data set are
searched it is more likely to nd a closer example with the NN-based method. It
is likely that by increasing the number of training examples SVM-based method
will be comparable to NN-based method, but the results are still acceptable with
a very few examples .
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Table 3.2: SVM-based classication results: 3 kernel sets with sizes [1x5], [1x10]
and [1x20] are constructed with 30 apart.
Poses Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
all [1x5] [1x10] [1x20]
walk 100 87.50 91.67 95.83
wave 91.67 54.17 95.83 79.17
punch 66.67 66.67 66.67 45.83
kick 100 100 100 95.83
pick 95.83 95.83 95.83 95.83
3.3.5 Action Recognition Results
The proposed pose descriptor is also evaluated for action recognition. We select
the same set of action classes and test the same kernel congurations used during
pose recognition experiments. We evaluate two methods to classify actions. First,
we perform action matching by DTW. DTW gives highest performance for the
combination of [1x5] and [1x10] kernels. The confusion matrix can be found in
Figure 3.5.
The second method used for action recognition is HMM. Actions performed
by 3 actors in 3 dierent orientations are used for training and the remaining
dataset is used for testing. We quantize training actions using k-means clustering
algorithm into 80 pose-words and construct HMM models per action class using
3 states. The recognition performances over 5 classes are shown in Table 3.3.
In our experiments, DTW gives highest recognition rate for 5 classes of actions
using kernels with size [1x5] and [1x10]. HMM gives the highest accuracy using all
kernels. On the other hand, DTW-based action classication requires one-to-one
comparison in order to nd most similar action. However, HMM only requires
a trained model with a set of action samples. Therefore, it has a lower running
time.







































Figure 3.5: DTW-based classication results: experiments are done over 5 classes
that are performed by 12 actors in 3 dierent viewpoint. This is the confusion
matrix when [1x5] and [1x10] kernels are used.
3.4 Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, we investigate the importance of compact pose representations in
a activity recognition framework and we propose a new representation in the
form of distribution of oriented cylinders over volumes. The representation is
for 3D human poses from multiple cameras with enough overlapping views for
reconstruction.
The proposed descriptor is based on searching cylinders. It detects body parts
that can change their orientations during the activity. Therefore, it is suitable for
highly salient activity poses with discriminative changes in conguration. During
experiments, we select 5 activity classes which have discriminative key poses.







































Figure 3.6: HMM-based classication results: experiments are done over 5 classes
that are performed by 12 actors in 3 dierent viewpoint. 3 actors are used to train
HMM models and remaining used for testing. This is the recognition performance
when all kernel types are used.
The volumetric data used for experiments is sparse and it has defects after
reconstruction. This results in low scores on some body limbs during search. The
recognition results will be better when we use dense and high resolution data.
Another important point is about scaling factor. Activities are performed by
dierent actors, thus volumetric poses vary in size. In this study, we do not scale
the volumetric poses. They are used as in the original dataset. Small cylinders
re in everywhere on the pose volume. The distribution will be high for all small
kernel types in all scales of a pose. Histogram normalization solves this problem
without needing a volume scaling.
We observe that, the cylinders with dierent lengths return more discrimina-
tive results than cylinders with dierent radius sizes. As a result we preserve the
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Table 3.3: HMM and DTW classication results respectively: experiments are
done over 5 classes that are performed by 12 actors in 3 dierent viewpoint. The
rst one is the recognition rates when all kernel types are used. The second one
is the recognition rates when [1x5] and [1x10] kernels are used.
Poses DTW DTW HMM HMM
all [1x5][1x10] all [1x5][1x10]
walk 97.22 100 100 100
wave 94.44 94.44 77.78 62.96
punch 69.44 72.22 59.26 70.37
kick 66.67 75 81.48 62.96
pick 91.67 94.44 85.19 74.07
radius of cylinders as small as possible and form kernels with various lengths.
In this study, we do not apply any strategy to provide pose alignment. In
fact, an action can be performed in any orientation by an actor. This shifts the
values of histogram bins that are holding scores of kernels build by vertical axis
rotation. However, we still obtain high pose retrieval results both by using NN-
based classication and SVM-based classication. This shows that the training
samples in dierent orientations can handle the changes in viewpoint. In the






Poses are important for understanding human activities and the strength of the
pose representation aects the overall performance of the action recognition sys-
tem. Based on this idea, we present a new view-independent representation for
human poses. Assuming that the data is initially provided in the form of vol-
umetric data, the volume of the human body is rst divided into a sequence
of horizontal layers, and then the intersections of the body segments with each
layer are coded with enclosing circles. The circular features in all layers are then
used to generate a pose descriptor. The pose descriptors of all frames in an ac-
tion sequence are further combined to generate corresponding motion descriptors.
Action recognition is then performed with a simple nearest neighbor classier. Ex-
periments performed on the benchmark IXMAS multi-view dataset demonstrate
that the performance of our method is comparable to the other methods in the
literature.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. We present the view-independent
pose representation in Section 4.1, the motion representation for actions using
33
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proposed pose features in Section 4.2 and our method for action recognition in
Section 4.3. Experimental results on a benchmark dataset are provided in Sec-
tion 4.4 and results are compared with other studies in Section 4.5. Finally, we
summarize our main contributions and we present future plans in Section 4.6.
4.1 Pose Representation
In this study, actions are considered as 3D poses that change over time. We
emphasize the importance of pose information since in some cases a key pose
can reveal enough information for classifying actions [51, 8, 34]. In the next
section, we introduce motion features as changes in consecutive poses, necessary
for learning action dynamics.
Volumetric data reveals important cues for understanding the shape of a hu-
man pose, but representing an action based on volumetric data is costly and
can easily be aected by noise. Our proposed pose representation is eective in
keeping the important characteristics of the poses while being ecient with the
encodings used. The representation is independent of the view and translation
and does not require the poses to be aligned or the actions to be performed in
specied orientations and positions.
In the following, we rst describe our method to encode the volumetric data,
then we present the features used for representing the pose information.
4.1.1 Encoding the Volumetric Data Using Layers of Cir-
cles
Human body parts have cylindrical structures, and therefore the intersection
of a pose with a horizontal plane can be modeled as a set of ellipses that can
be further simplied by circles. We base our approach on this observation, and
describe 3D poses using a set of features extracted from circles tted to projections
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Figure 4.1: Key poses from some actions categories: check watch, cross arms,
scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick and pick up.
The 3D volumetric poses are divided into into horizontal layers. The intersection
of body segments with each layer are then coded with enclosing circles.
of the volumetric data on horizontal planes. As shown in Figure 4.1, circular
representation preserves the pose information while signicantly reducing the
data to be processed. In Section 4.4, we compare the performances when ellipses
are used for representation rather than circles.
We assume that 3D poses are provided as visual hulls in the form of voxel
grids constructed by multi-camera acquisition. For our representation, a voxel
grid is divided into horizontal layers perpendicular to the vertical axis and turns
into a collection of layers l = 1; : : : ; n where n is the number of layers on the
vertical axis. For instance, for a 64x64x64 voxel grid we obtain 64 layers.
Initially, each layer contains a set of pixels that is the projections of voxels on
it. Since visual hull reconstruction may result in noise and defects that should
be eliminated prior to feature extraction, we rst evaluate each layer as a binary
image consisting of pixels. Then we apply morphological closing using a disk
structural element with a radius of 2 to close up internal holes and reduce noise
in the data. We nd the connected components (CCs) in each layer by looking
at the 8-neighbors. Finally, a minimum bounding circle is tted to each CC.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the entire process on a sample pose.
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Figure 4.2: Representation of volumetric data as a collection of circles in each
layer. From left to right: voxel grid of a walking pose and four sample layers (
at l=4, l=10, l=20, l=40), image in each layer instance, connected components
(CCs) over the enhanced image, and tted circles.
4.1.2 Circle-Based Pose Representation
The proposed circular representation provides important local cues about the
body conguration: the number of body parts passing through that layer, how
much they spread over that layer and how far they are from each other. We
utilize the following circular features to model these cues (see Figure 4.3). The
proposed features allow a simple and easy way to provide a view-independent
representation.
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Figure 4.3: Proposed layer based circular features computed for example cases
(best viewed in color): Given the tted circles in the top row, we show proposed
circular features in the bottom row. For all examples, the number of tted circles
in each layer corresponds to the number of circles feature. The outer circle (black)
is the minimum bounding circle, which includes all circles, and the inner circle
(blue) is the circle bounding the centers of all the circles. In the rst example,
there is only one tted circle, therefore the area of the outer circle is equal to the
tted circle, and there is no inner circle. In the second and third examples, the
number of circles and the areas of the outer circles are the same. However, the
areas of the inner circles are dierent because of the distance between the tted
circles. In the fourth and fth examples, we present cases that include three body
parts (number of circles). If we compare the third and fourth cases, we observe
that the areas of the outer and inner circles are the same, while the number of
circles are dierent.
4.1.2.1 Number of circles
The articulated structure of the body creates a dierent number of intersections
in each layer. For example, the layer corresponding to the head is likely to have
a single circle, and a layer corresponding to the legs is likely to have two circles.
Therefore, as our rst feature, we examine the number of circles to nd the
number of body parts intersecting with a layer.
In this representation, a pose is described by a vector c,
c = [c1; : : : ; cn]
T (4.1)
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where each cl, 1  l  n, is the number of circles extracted from layer l.
4.1.2.2 Area of outer circle
The maximum area covering all body parts passing through a layer is another
important local cue to understand the body conguration in this layer, even in
the case of noise. For example, the maximum area at the level of the legs can
provide information such as whether the legs are open or closed.
To include all circles in that layer, the maximum area that covers all body
parts in a layer is found by tting a minimum bounding circle. We refer to this
minimum bounding circle as the outer circle.
In this representation, a pose is described by a vector o,
o = [o1; : : : ; on]
T (4.2)
where each ol, 1  l  n, is the area of the outer circle in layer l.
4.1.2.3 Area of inner circle
The third feature encodes spaces in a pose volume and is represented by the
relative distances between body parts. For this purpose, an inner circle bounding
the centers of all circles is found.
In this representation, a pose is described by a vector i,
i = [i1; : : : ; in]
T (4.3)
where each il, 1  l  n, is the area of the inner circle at layer l.
Note that rather than using the area of outer and inner circles, the radii could
be used. The choice for area is made in order to amplify the dierences. It is also
empirically observed that area is better than radius.
For all feature vectors c, o, and i, encoding starts in layer l = 1 corresponding
to the bottom of the voxel grid, and a value of zero is stored for any layer with
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no pixels. This kind of encoding retains the order of the extracted features and
the body location with respect to the oor (bottom of voxel grid).
4.1.3 Discussion on the Proposed Pose Representation
The proposed circular features have several advantages. First, these features store
discriminative shape information about the characteristics of an actual human
pose. In most cases, poses are identied by the maximum extension of the body
parts corresponding to the silhouette contours in the 2D scenarios. However,
this information is usually lost in single-camera systems depending on relative
actor orientation. When we have volumetric data, we can easily approximate
this information by the bounding circles. Moreover, tting free form circles helps
us to solve pose ambiguities related to the actors' style. It is robust to handle
changes that can occur during the performance of the same pose by dierent
actors. More features per layer can be introduced with invariance properties.
Second, our pose representation signicantly reduces the 3D data encoding
while increasing the eciency and preserving the eectiveness of the system. A
circle can be represented with only two parameters, i.e. center point and radius,
and the average number of circles per layer is approximately 2. This signicant
reduction in the number of voxels is further improved with the introduction of
the vectors c, o, and i. In our representation, all layers are in free form and
there is not single reference axis. Each circle are evaluated individually. Doing
so, features handle variations in action category. For instance, volumetric shape
of the performed action highly eected by actor style. This is mostly true for
actions like punch, point or kick. Each actor performs in an individual style
and sometimes central body axis orients dierently. By tting free form circles
independent from a x bounding body cylinder, we somehow try to solve such
problems. Otherwise, we would need more samples. Although the encoding is
lossy, it is enough to identify poses and further actions when combined with the
temporal variations.
Most importantly, the proposed features are robust for viewing changes. In
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a multi-camera system, an actor should be free to perform an action in any
orientation and position. The system should thus be able to identify similar
poses even in the case of viewpoint variations, that is, in the case of rotating a
pose through the vertical axis. As the proposed circular features are extracted
in each layer perpendicular to the vertical axis. Any change in the orientation or
position of the pose will result in the translation of the extracted circles but will
not aect their areas (also radius), counts, or relative positions. Therefore, the
introduced three feature vectors c, o, and i hold pose information independently
from the view and the robust to small changes in the poses. Figure 4.4 shows an
example in which the descriptors are very similar while the action is performed
by two dierent actors and from two dierent viewpoints.
4.2 Motion Representation
In the previous section, we present our representation to encode a 3D pose in
a single action frame using feature vectors c, o, and i. In the following, we use
the proposed pose vectors to encode human actions as motion matrices formed by
concatenating pose descriptors in all action frames. Then we introduce additional
motion features to measure variations in the body and temporal domains.
4.2.1 Motion Matrices




be the pose vector at frame t, where n is the number of
layers, and ptl is any representation of the tted circles in layer l. That is, p
t is
one of the vectors c, o, or i. We dene a matrix P as a collection of vectors pt,
P = [p1; : : : ;pm], where m is the number of frames in an action period. Matrix P
holds all poses during an action and can be visualized as an image of size nm,
where n is the number of rows, and m is the number of columns (see Figure 4.5).
A generic motion descriptor should be scale invariant in order to be indepen-
dent from actor, gender etc. In this study, rather than normalizing and scaling at
the pose level, we apply them to motion matrices containing consecutive frames.































































Figure 4.4: Evaluation of features in terms of view invariance on two kick poses
performed by two dierent actors. The left column is the volumetric data for
a pose from the kick action (64x64x64 voxel grid). The middle column is the
representation of the pose as a collection of bounding circles. The right column
is the plot of the area of the outer circle's feature vector showing the bounding
circle's area per layer. Note that the feature vectors of the same pose from
dierent viewpoints are very similar.
In this way, we obtain a better understanding of body variation in terms of width
and height through time.
Let P be any of the motion matrices described above with entries ptl , l =
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where min(P) and max(P) are minimum and maximum values of matrix P
respectively.
Then, we resize the P matrix by bilinear interpolation to an average size
trained over samples. Resizing eliminates frame count and layer count dierences
among matrices, while preserving motion patterns.
Since we work on voxel data, the valuable information will be the voxel oc-
cupancy in a layer and its variation in amount and direction over time (corre-
sponding to the velocity of the parts). Using matrix P, a specic action can be
characterized with the changes in the circles over the body or over time. A single
column stores information about the amount of change in the shape of the pose
(body) at a given time t. Similarly, a single row stores information about the
amount of change through the entire action period (time) for a given layer l.
In order to extract this information, we evaluate the dierences on the fea-
tures of the circles in consecutive layers and in consecutive frames. We apply a
vertical dierentiation operator Gb, as an approximation to vertical derivatives,
over matrix P to nd the change over the body, and refer to the resulting matrix
as Pb. Similarly, we convolve matrix P with a horizontal dierentiation operator,
Gt, to nd the change over time, and refer to the resulting matrix as Pt.
The two new matrices Pb and Pt, together with the original matrix P, are
then used as the motion descriptors that encode variations of the circles over the
body and time to be used in recognizing actions.
Remember that, P can be created using any of the pose descriptors c, o, or
i. Therefore, a motion descriptor consists of the following set of matrices, which
we refer to as Motion Set :
M = fC;Ct;Cb;O;Ot;Ob; I; It; Ibg (4.5)
where C = [c1; : : : ; cm] is the matrix generated using the number of circles fea-
ture, O = [o1; : : : ;om] is the matrix generated using the area of the outer circle
feature, I = [i1; : : : ; im] is the matrix generated using the area of inner circle
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feature, and the others are the matrices obtained by applying vertical and hori-
zontal dierentiation operators over these matrices. The summary of the motion
descriptors is given in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.5: Motion Set for 13 actions. From top to bottom: check watch, cross
arms, scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point,
pick up and throw. From left to right: O, Ot, Ob, C, Ct, Cb, I, It, Ib.
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Table 4.1: Motion Set : the motion descriptor as a set of motion matrices
Number of Circles
C = [c1 : : : cm]
Ct = Gt C variation of circle count in a xed layer
through time
Cb = Gb C variation of circle count through body
Area of Outer Circle
O = [o1 : : :om]
Ot = Gt O variation of outer circle in a xed layer
through time
Ob = Gb O variation of outer circle through body
Area of Inner Circle
I = [i1 : : : im]
It = Gt  I variation of inner circle in a xed layer
through time
Ib = Gb  I variation of inner circle through body
4.2.2 Implementation Details for Motion Matrices
We perform some operations over matrix P for pruning and noise removal prior
to the normalization and formation of new matrices, Pb and Pt.
After pose vector concatenation, matrix P is in the size of 64  m, where
64 is the height of the voxel grid and m is the action period. However, some
layers (rows) are not occupied by the body for the entire action. Therefore, rst
operation is to clean up the motion matrices from rows that are not used through
out the action period. After pruning, we obtain a nm matrix, where n depends
on the maximum height of the actor over all action frames. Similarly, action
periods may vary from one actor to another, resulting in a dierent number of
frames.
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The provided volumetric data is obtained by shape from the silhouette tech-
nique. However, extracted silhouettes have some defects, aecting the volumes
and our circular representation. After pruning, we perform interpolation over
motion matrices P to enhance the circular representation and to ll gaps corre-
sponding to missing circles. In some layers, missing voxels result in smaller circle
sizes. We apply a spatio-temporal smoothing over the motion matrices to tackle
this problem. If a circle in a layer has a smaller value than the average of its
4-neighbors then it is replaced with the average value.
4.3 Action Recognition
With the introduction of the motion descriptors in the previous section, action
recognition is turned into a problem of matching the Motion Set ( M ) of the
actions.
We present a two-level action classication scheme to improve the classica-
tion accuracy. In the rst level, actions are classied in terms of global motion
information by a simple approach that divides actions into two groups: upper-
body actions such as punch or wave and full-body actions such as walk or kick.
Then, in the second level, actions are classied into basic classes based on mo-
tion matrix similarities measured by Earth Mover's distance (EMD) or Euclidean
distance.
4.3.1 Full-Body vs. Upper-Body Classication
A simple way to classify actions is to evaluate global motion information such
as detecting whether the motion occurs in the upper or lower part of the human
body. We observe that lower-body motions cause changes in the entire body
conguration. We propose an action classication method that decides whether
a test instance is a member of the full or upper body Motion Sets.
We represent each action with a feature that reveals the amount of motion in
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each layer during an action period. For this purpose, we calculate vl, the variation
of the outer circle area, for all layers of nm matrix O, where n is the number of
body layers, m is the length of the action period. Then, we train a binary Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classier using the dened feature vector, v = v1 : : : vn,
to learn upper-body and lower-body actions. SVM classier is formed using RBF
kernel.
As will be discussed later, the proposed two-level classication method in-
creases the recognition performance. Moreover, the total running time decreases
a considerable amount, parallel to the descending pairs to be compared.
4.3.2 Matching Actions
After the rst-level classication as an upper-body or full-body action, we perform
the second-level classication. We calculate a Motion Set, M, for each action and
use it for comparison with other actions. For this purpose, we use the nearest
neighbor classication.
Let us assume Mi and Mj are Motion Sets containing motion matrices for
two action instances. Let Pi be one n  m matrix from set Mi, where n is
the layer count and m is the time. During the comparison of the two actions,
we compute a global dissimilarity D(Pi;Pj). We use the same methodology to
compare all the matrices in the Motion Sets. Note that if a motion belongs to the
upper-body set, we perform a comparison only for the upper body layers, n
2
: : : n.
4.3.3 Distance Metrics
There are many distance metrics, such as Lp norms, Earth Mover's Distance [50],
Diusion Distance[29] and 2. Lp norms and 
2 are aected by small changes
in bin locations, whereas, EMD and Diusion Distance alleviate shift eects in
bin locations and in some cases outperform other distance metrics [30]. Diusion
distance compares histogram based local descriptors. Modeling the histogram
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dierences as temperature eld, it performs the diusion process on that eld [29].
We test two dierent distance measures. One is well-known L2 norm and the
other one is the shift invariant EMD. Even when we resize motion matrices to the
same size, the starting frames of action sequences are always dierent. Since the
starting point can change, we thought we need a shift invariant metric to solve
the problem. Although EMD is robust for shift eects, we nd that L2 gives
better performance than EMD in some cases. This is most probably due to sift
invariance of EMD in the spatial (body) domain.
Classical EMD algorithms have high O(N3 logN) computational complexity.
In this study, we apply EMD-L1, which is a O(N
2) EMD algorithm based on
L1 ground distance [30]. Furthermore, EMD-L1 algorithm does not require nor-
malization to the unit mass over the arrays. This increase its feasibility over our
motion matrices, which are only scale normalized.
4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Dataset
We test our method on the publicly available IXMAS dataset [61], which is a
benchmark dataset of various actions taken with multiple cameras. There are 13
actions in this dataset: check watch, cross arms, scratch head, sit down, get up,
turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point, pick up and throw. Each action is
performed three times with free orientation and position by 12 dierent actors.
Multi-view videos are recorded by ve synchronized and calibrated cameras (see
Figure 2.1).
Since our focus is on pose and motion representation, we do not deal with
reconstruction and use the available volumetric data in the form of a 64x64x64
voxel grid. For motion segmentation, we use the segmentations provided by
Weinland et al. [61].
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Table 4.2: Minimum, maximum and average sizes of all primitive actions after
pruning.




4.4.2 Evaluation of Pose Representation
In the rst part of the experiments, we evaluate the performance of proposed pose
representation. For this purpose, we construct a key-pose collection obtained from
the IXMAS action dataset. Among the dataset actions, sit down, stand up and
pick up have identical key-poses, but in dierent order. Similarly, punch, point
and throw actions can be grouped as identical in terms of key-poses. We construct
a pose collection of nine categories consisting of 324 key-poses in total; key-poses
are selected from every action video of the dataset ( see Table 4.3).
We measure pose retrieval performance by a simple nearest neighbor classi-
er using L2 norm. EMD distance is not used for pose matching, since shift
invariance is not expected in body domain. We use o and ob poses vectors, with
variation through the body, as our feature. Experiments show that the ob feature
outperforms o. Accuracies and class performances for the ob feature are shown
in Table 4.3. The average pose recognition accuracy is 87.66% when ob is circle
area.
While computing the o and ob features, we follow a similar procedure as for
motion matrices. First we obtain a pruned circular representation to remove
unoccupied layers at the top and bottom of the visual hulls, then normalize it
with the maximum value. Then, we resize all pose vectors to a xed size of 48
using bilinear interpolation. Finally, we compute the ob feature by applying a
[ 1 0 1] lter over o.
In addition to circle tting, we perform experiments for a representation based
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Table 4.3: Leave-one-out nearest neighbor classication results for pose represen-
tation evaluated with ob. Vectors are compared using the L2 norm.
Acc (%) check cross scratch sit walk wave point kick pick
watch arms head punch
Carea 87.66 80.56 88.89 94.44 100.00 100.00 77.78 80.56 77.78 88.89
Earea 86.2 86.11 100.00 77.78 100.00 97.22 66.67 63.89 83.33 100.00
Emajor 79.94 61.11 63.89 77.78 100.00 100.00 75.00 83.33 72.22 86.11
on ellipses. We compute o vectors by ellipses rather than circles. For ellipses,
we dene three features that can be used instead of the circle area: ellipse area,
ellipse major axis and ellipse minor axis. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Similarly, we test the performance of the circle radius for pose retrieval. Al-
though performances of all features are very close to each other, circle area out-
performs others. Moreover, using circle area rather than circle radius provides a
slightly better performance. Here, the scale factor reveals the dierences among
circles.
In addition to tting ellipses to the bounding area, o, we also perform ex-
periments for tting ellipses to all CCs. Although ellipses are the correct rep-
resentation for body projection over layers, sometimes they cannot identify the
true orientation of the body part for some cases especially if we are working on
small size blobs. We experiment on a set of walking poses having two CCs at
lower layers. When we t ellipses to CCs, Each can lead an arbitrary orientation
(major axis orientation), irrelevant from body part orientation in the layer. Then
we think the best features to be used for ellipses is the area or major axis for
computing o. But in this case, circles are better in performance. We also con-
ducted some more experiments to measure if we can provide temporal variation
using ellipse rotations. During experiments we try to measure rotation angle of
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Figure 4.6: Leave-one-out classication results for pose samples. Poses are classi-
ed using the L2 norm with features o and ob. Results show performances of the
o feature when computed using Circle Area, Circle Radius, Ellipse Area, Ellipse
Major Axis and Ellipse Minor Axis, respectively.
ellipse major axis. However this requires alignment. Moreover, we looked for the
relative angular variations. But this is quite noisy due to CC problems explained
above.
4.4.3 Evaluation of Motion Representation and Action
Recognition
Each action is represented with a Motion Set, M, where motion descriptors C, O,
I are obtained by concatenation of pose descriptors. After enhancement, all nm
main motion matrices C, O, and I are resized to a xed size matrix by bilinear
interpolation. For the IXMAS dataset, considering the average, minimum and
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Figure 4.7: Leave-one-out classication results for action samples. Actions are
classied with the O feature using L2 and EMD. We show performances of the
O feature when computed using Circle Area, Circle Radius, Ellipse Area, Ellipse
Major Axis and Ellipse Minor Axis, respectively.
maximum layer and frame sizes for actions ( shown in Table 4.2), matrices are
scaled into a xed 48 40 size matrix. Other values are also experimented with,
but only slight changes are observed.
Other matrices in M, i.e. Cb, Ct, Ob, Ot, Ib, and It, are obtained by applying
the Sobel operator on matrices C, O, I to measure the circular variations through
the body and time.
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Figure 4.8: Leave-one-out classication results for action samples. Actions are
classied with various features using L2 and EMD. Results denote that O out-
performs others with Euclidean Distance and Ot has the highest accuracy for
Earth Mover's Distance.
4.4.3.1 Two-level classication rates
We perform a two-level action classication. In the rst level, a simple binary
SVM classier is trained for full-body vs. upper-body classication. On the IX-
MAS dataset, we labeled check watch, cross arms, scratch head, wave, punch,
point, and throw actions as upper-body actions, and sit down, get up, turn
around, walk, kick and pick up as full-body actions. We selected three actors
for each action for training, and use the rest of the actors for testing. We obtain
a classication accuracy of 99.22%, which is almost perfect.
In the second level, actions are compared within their corresponding upper-
body or full-body sets using the nearest neighbor method with dierent distance
metrics, L2 norm and EMD-L1. We use the leave-one-out strategy. All samples
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belonging to an actor are excluded, to be used as test samples, and the samples
remaining are used as training samples. The accuracy results are obtained by
averaging over all the actors.
4.4.3.2 Performance of stand-alone motion representation
In the rst part of the experiments, we evaluate stand-alone recognition perfor-
mances for each motion representation (see Figure 4.8). The results indicate that
the accuracy of matrix Ot is higher than the accuracies of all other motion ma-
trices when EMD is used as the distance measure. In EMD experiments, motion
matrices Ot and Ob outperform the original matrix O. However, this is not true
for matrices C and I. For Euclidean case, O outperforms the rest, with the high-
est 85.26% accuracy. But in this case, Ot has a lower performance than O and
Ob. Detailed accuracies are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Stand-alone recognition performances of each matrix in Motion Set
for 13 actions and 12 actors. The motion matrices are scaled to 48 40. Results
denote that O outperforms others with Euclidean Distance and Ot is the best
one for Earth Mover's Distance.
Acc (%) O Ot Ob I It Ib C Ct Cb
Euclidean 85.26 66.00 81.00 49.40 31.00 37.80 57.10 32.50 37.60
Earth Mover's 72.90 80.34 75.40 53.00 48.30 45.50 64.70 61.80 55.60
Similar to pose experiments, we also evaluate the behavior of the most dis-
criminative feature in the cases of dierent structures tted to the voxels. For this
purpose, we show performances of the O feature in Figure 4.7 when computed
using Circle Area, Circle Radius, Ellipse Area, Ellipse Major Axis and Ellipse
Minor Axis, respectively, with dierent distance metrics.
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4.4.3.3 Performance of combined motion representation
In the second part of the experiments, we evaluate the recognition performance as
a mixture of motion matrices to utilize dierent motion features at the same time.
For this purpose, we combine two motion matrices from Motion Set using a linear
weighting scheme. Stand-alone evaluation indicates that matrices O and Ot have
the best performances for Euclidean and EMD, respectively. Therefore we pick
them as the best features and add other features as pairwise combinations. We
calculate the weighted sum of distances for two action sequences i and j as:
D(i; j) = D(Oi;Oj) + (1  )D(Pi;Pj) (4.6)
where P 2M and P 6= O ( P 6= Ot for EMD).
As shown in Figure 4.9, Ot and Ob give the best performances with  = 0:8,
resulting in an accuracy 85.90% for EMD measurement. On the other hand, O
and I pair gives the highest accuracy of 86.97% with Euclidean Distance and
 = 0:9 value.
To further incorporate all features, we select one feature matrix per feature
type that has the highest accuracy among three. We pick either P, Pt or Pb from
each type. Based on the stand-alone performances, one matrix outperform others
in the same feature type. This time, we calculate the weighted sum of distances
with alpha and beta parameters. For Euclidean distance, we report a maximum
accuracy of 88.63% with weights 0:7, 0:1 and 0:2 for the O, C and I combination,
respectively. For the EMD experiment, we report 85.26% with same weights for
Ot, C and I, respectively.
Figure 4.10 shows the confusion matrices for the best congurations. In the
experiments, we observed no important dierence in the performance with the
addition of new features, and for simplicity we prefer to combine only three
features.
The recognitions of three actions, namely, wave, point and throw, have lower
performances with respect to other action categories. The main problem the with
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wave action is confusion with the scratch head action. In many wave sequences,
even in the volumetric data, the periodicity of the wave action is rarely or never
recognized. Some actors just move hand, while others move arms. From this
observation, a low recognition rate is to be expected.
Similarly, the point and punch actions are confused with each other. Both
actions contain similar poses, but a dierence between punch and point is in the
duration of the actions. In motion patterns, we observe high peak for punch
actions. This peak can be a high value occurring in the same layer but with
a short duration, or it can be an increase through the z axis (corresponding y
axis in the motion matrix). After scaling, the distinctive pattern is preserved
and peak variations among these two actions can be clearly observed. But again,
depending on the actor' style, the duration is not consistent; some actors perform
a punch action very slowly, and it looks like the point action. In such cases, it is
likely that, the scaling of the motion matrices results in the similar representation
of these two action categories.
Another low recognition performance is observed for the throw action. The
dataset contains variants of the throw action, performed by dierent actors as
throw from above and throw from below. Even in this situation, we achieve
80.56% accuracy for the throw action, with fewer training samples in the same
category. Aside from this, throw is mainly confused with punch action, because
of similar peak patterns related to actor style.
4.4.3.4 Single-level classication rates
In this part of the experiments, we evaluate the system's performance on single-
level classication (i.e. classifying a full set of actions without classifying them
into full-body vs. upper-body actions). As in the two-level case, O and Ot
outperform others when we compare their stand-alone performances. Similarly,
we compute the distances among action samples by rst selecting one feature
from each feature type, and then combining the weighted sum of three distances.
For the Euclidean experiment, the O feature again gives the highest accuracy
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82.69% when combined with I using weights 0:8, 0:2. For EMD, we report an
accuracy of 82.05% by combining O and I with weights 0:7, 0:3. Please note that
both experiments are done by combining three feature types. However, C does
not increase the results. The confusion matrices of the best reported results are
given in Figure 4.11.
We observe that adding a two-level classication improves the overall accuracy
from 82:69% to 88:69%. Moreover, if execution time is crucial, this method
decreases the running time by eliminating half of the comparisons between pairs
for matching.
4.5 Comparison with Other Studies
The IXMAS dataset is introduced in [61], and used in several other studies. In
this section, we compare our results with the other studies in the literature that
use the same dataset. Remember that we use the full dataset, with 13 actions
and 12 actors, and obtain a 88.63% recognition performance.
In some studies [61, 59, 62], not the full set, but a subset consisting of 11
actions and 10 actors is used. In order to compare our method with those studies,
we also test our method over 11 actions and 10 actors. With a similar evaluation
of dierent congurations as in the full case, we obtain a 98:7% performance for
the upper-body vs. full-body classication, and for action recognition in a two-
level classication scheme the best reported performance, 90.91%, is obtained
for the O, I and C combination with weights 0:7, 0:1, 0:2, respectively using
Euclidean Distance. Similarly, we report a 90:30% recognition accuracy for the
EMD experiment, for an Ot, I and C combination with weights 0:7, 0:2, 0:1
respectively. The confusion matrix for 11 actions, and 10 actors is shown in
Figure 4.12.
Although a direct comparison is dicult, we arrange studies in terms of per-
formances on the multi-view IXMAS dataset in Table 4.5. As can be seen from
the results, our performance is comparable to the best result in the literature
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Table 4.5: Comparison of our method with others tested on the IXMAS dataset.
Method
Accuracy Accuracy
(over 11 actions) (over 13 actions)
Weinland et al. [61] 93:33% -
Our method 90:91% 88:63%
Liu et al. [32] - 82:8%
Weinland et al. [59] 81:27% -
Lv et al. [35] - 80:6%
Yan et al. [62] 78:0% -
and superior to the other studies in terms of the recognition rate. This is very
promising considering the eciency of the proposed encoding scheme.
Weinland et al. [61] report an accuracy of 93.33% over 11 actions. However,
in their later work [59], they obtain 81.27% accuracy on the same dataset. This
shows that 3D-based recognition is more robust than 2D to 3D matching. Lv et
al.[35] use 2D matching. Note that, they test on the whole dataset, however they
further add standing action, and divide throw action into two action categories
as throw above and throw below. Liu and Shah[32] report the second-highest
score over 13 actions. Their approach is based on multiple images features rather
than 3D representations. However, it proposes an orderless feature set, which is
dicult to use for pose estimation.
4.6 Conclusion and Discussion
The experimental results show that the descriptor is discriminative for pose and
activity recognition. Good performances are achieved with the proposed volume
matching approaches. This shows when we have a calibrated camera system,
volumes perform well.
With simpler encoding scheme, it performs better than our previous pose de-
scriptor based on bag-of-features. This also shows that view-independent features
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are more robust.
Although we study on volumetric data in the form of a voxel grid, the idea
of circular features can be easily adapted to other 3D representations, such as
surface points. The proposed descriptor can also achieve a good performance for
shape matching and retrieval of human-body-like shapes. Moreover, the same
approach can be used to t a skeleton to a 3D shape by connecting the centers
of circles in each layer.
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Figure 4.9:  search for two-level classication: the combination of O matrix
with others using L2 and the combination Ot matrix using EMD. O and I pair
gives the highest accuracy (86.97%) with Euclidean Distance and  = 0:9 value.
Ot and Ob give the best performance, with  = 0:8, resulting in an accuracy of
85.90% for EMD measurement.






























































































































































































































Figure 4.10: Confusion matrices for two-level classication on 13 actions and 12
actors. The top confusion matrix is for Euclidean Distance, with an accuracy
88.63%, while the bottom one is the result of the EMD, with an accuracy of
85.26%. Results are computed by the sum of weighted distances over three feature
matrices. Matrix size is 48 40.




























































































































































































































































Figure 4.11: Confusion matrices for single-level classication on 13 actions and
12 actors. The top confusion matrix is for Euclidean computation giving 82.69%
accuracy by combining O and I with weights 0:8, 0:2. The bottom confusion
matrix is the EMD computation reported 82.05% accuracy by combining O and
I with weights 0:7, 0:3. Results are computed by the sum of weighted distances
over three feature matrices. Matrix size is 48 40.

























































































Figure 4.12: Confusion matrix for two-level classication on 11 actions and 10
actors, with an accuracy of 90.91%. This is the result of O, I and C combination





Generally, we expect that having multiple views makes recognizing human ac-
tivity easier. There is support for this view in the literature (for example, see
Section 2). However, these results tend not to take into account various desir-
able engineering features for distributed multi-camera systems. In such systems,
we may not be able to get accurate geometric calibrations of the cameras with
respect to one another (for example, if the cameras are dropped into a terrain).
Cameras might drop in or out at any time, and we need a simple architecture
that can opportunistically exploit whatever data is available. We will not be able
to set cameras at xed locations with respect to the moving people, meaning that
training data might be obtained from dierent view directions than test data.
In this chapter, we describe an architecture to label activities using multiple
views. Figure 5.1 shows the main structure of our architecture. We assume that
there are one or more cameras, and that each camera can compute one or more
blocks of features representing each frame. Breaking features into blocks allows
us to insert new sets of features without disrupting the overall architecture. In
63
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t1    t2   t3   t4    t5    t6      t7Test Cam[ 1 ] 
  Feature [ f ]  - Train Cam[ i ]
Test Cam[ j ]
Figure 5.1: Our architecture is designed for cases where one or more cameras
observe a moving person. Each camera can report one or more blocks of features.
There are three core steps. First, each block of features for each camera nds a set
of plausible matches in a training dataset. Second, these matches are combined to
produce a set of condence estimates for each possible label, using an approach
where the most certain match dominates; these condence estimates hide the
number of cameras and the types of the features from the next step. Finally, a
temporal smoothing step estimates the action label.
the rst step, each block of features for each frame of each camera is used for a
nearest neighbor query, independent of all other cameras, frames or blocks.
In the second step, the resulting matches are combined with a weighting
scheme. Because we do not know the viewing direction of any camera with
respect to the body, some frames (or feature blocks) might be ambiguous. We do
expect that having a second view should disambiguate some frames, so it makes
sense to combine matches over cameras. However, close matches are very likely to
be right. This suggests using a scheme that (a) will allow several weakly condent
matches that share a label to support one another and (b) allow strongly con-
dent matches to dominate (see Figure 5.2). This stage reports a distribution of
similarity weights over labels, but conceals the number of cameras or of features
uses to obtain it, so that later decision stages can abstract away these details
(Section 5.2.1). Finally, we use temporal smoothing, to estimate the action in a
short sequence (Section 5.2.2).
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Figure 5.2: Individual frames in sequences can be highly ambiguous, but se-
quences tend to contain unambiguous frames. Top shows, for each frame in a
walk sequence, the distances from those frames to labelled frames. For some
frames (e.g. the block labelled 3), many dierent labels lie nearby; this may be
caused by the fact that standing or rest poses occur in many sequences. Other
blocks of frames are quite unambiguous (e.g. 2). Some cameras might be certain
while others are not (block 1; the two traces are from dierent cameras). This
means that evidence should be pooled over cameras and over sequences in ways
that favor more condent views. Bottom shows activity weights evaluated using
our method; notice that blocks that are unambiguous have low entropy in the
weights.
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Our architecture requires no camera calibration. Engineering in new sets of
features is easy. When a set of features in a camera is condent, it dominates
the labeling process for that frame. Similarly, the frames in a sequence that are
condent dominate the decision for a sequence. Our experiments demonstrate
that our method performs at the state of the art. We show results for several
types of features. It is straightforward to incorporate new cameras or new features
into our method. Performance generally improves when there are more cameras
and more features. Our method is robust to dierences in view direction; training
and test cameras do not need to overlap. Discriminative views can be exploited
opportunistically. Performance degrades when the test and training data do not
share viewing directions. Camera drop in or drop out is handled easily with little
penalty.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. We present the low level image
features that are used for frame matching in Section 5.1, the proposed fusion
method based on combination of activity judgments in Section 5.2. Experimen-
tal results for recognition performance in various camera cases are provided in
Section 5.3. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 5.4.
5.1 Image Features
Each camera frame can be represented by many dierent types of features. In
this section, we dene our choice of features, but many others can be used too as
our architecture is able to work with blocks of features at one time. While select-
ing features, we want feature construction to be simple yet robust. For practical
reasons, it should not require camera calibration, or point correspondence. Se-
lected features should be able to work with minor segmentation errors, and ideally
they should not be aected signicantly by change in viewpoint. Particularly, we
expect them to be discriminative enough for matching.
We use three types of features: a coarse silhouette shape feature, a ne silhou-
ette shape feature; and a motion feature. Two of them are computed from image
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silhouettes. Silhouettes are simple and fairly robust to understand entire body
shape while easing variations among people and background [5]. The third one is
the motion feature based on optical ows among consecutive frames. Unlike sil-
houette based shape features, motion features are quite informative for matching
individual frames of some activities.
All three types of features are computed over the same region of interest.
This region corresponds to the bounding box around human silhouette, which is
extracted by background subtraction. Cropped region is resized as having the
maximum of width or height 120 while keeping aspect ratio, and placed inside a
120  120 image. For all feature types, the nal feature vector is normalized by
l2 norm.
5.1.1 Coarse Silhouette Feature
Fine gridding structures both in vertical and horizontal axis reveals the true
spatiality, but it may also decrease the sensitivity against changes in viewpoint
due to overtting. Our question is \How much spatiality in feature computation
is necessary to cope with viewpoint variations?". In particular, we have a pool of
frames just being in the perspective of train camera set. When any frame in some
other perspective is queried, the chance of accurate matching severely decreases.
Therefore, a coarser encoding may behave better in some cases.
The rough shape of the silhouette can be discriminative. For example, in
many walking frames the arms are away from the body, but this does not happen
in standing frames. For the coarse feature, we compute the contour extracted
from a 120 120 silhouette image. The feature is constructed from the distance
between the outermost contour points at each scan-line. The silhouette is divided
into n horizontal layers, and the maximum, minimum and average distance within
each layer are stacked to form the feature. For computation, we use a simple scan
line algorithm on contour images. Figure 5.3 shows maximum line values.
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Figure 5.3: Example coarse form line features (silhouettes are divided into 20
layers). Frames correspond to column vectors and videos are shown as aggregated
vectors. Action videos are performed by the same actor from the IXMAS dataset.
From left to right, actions are in the following order: check watch, cross arm,
scratch head, sit down, stand up, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick,
point, pick up, throw. From top to bottom, each row corresponds to views from
four cameras of the IXMAS dataset.
5.1.2 Fine Silhouette Feature
The second feature is an encoding of pixel occupancy over the 120  120 sil-
houette image, using two common local gridding structures (radial and square
respectively).
According to rst structure, silhouette data is rst divided into n  n cells,
then each cell is divided into m radial bins [57]. The number of set pixels are
counted at each bin, and the feature vector is constructed by aggregating and
then normalizing by l2. Second structure divides the silhoutte image into n  n
square cells [28].
5.1.3 Motion Feature
Motion features are quite informative for some activities (sit down versus get
up). Any standard optical ow implementation can be used for this purpose.
We apply the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker [55] to each pair of frames.
Flow vectors inside the region of interest are encoded as two dierent channels
corresponding to x and y axis motions [11]. Each channel is formed into 120120
image and divided into square grids. Then, these are aggregated into a single
feature vector.
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5.2 Label Fusion
In our system, we fuse information at three levels to produce three kinds of label.
First, dierent blocks of features in a single camera must produce the camera-
specic label for a frame. Second, the camera specic labels for a frame must
produce the frame label. And nally, the frame labels must produce the sequence
label.
5.2.1 Combining Cameras and Features
We label each block of features from each camera frame with k-nearest-neighbors
(kNN) [6, 48]. kNN is simple but it outperforms most other classiers. The main
drawback is the computational complexity, especially over huge action dataset.
There are many powerful and fast algorithms [54, 40, 2]. We use the E2LSH
implementation of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [2]. It is based on multiple
hash tables drawn from a family that decrease the potential search failures. Using
this algorithm, we nd exact nearest neighbors and compute pairwise distances
between feature vectors by Euclidean distance.
We want to compute a weighted vote vector for a test frame recorded in test
camera j 2 C 0. Votes are collected for each action class from nearest neighbors
recorded in training cameras i 2 C. Distances in between the query frame and
its kNN varies from one frame to another. Thus, rst we normalize all absolute
Euclidean distances using l1 norm. Then, we transform distances using Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF). Each match has an action label, denoted by a. Its
distance to query frame is used as the weighted vote for this label, so the most
similar(closest) matches tend to vote with the highest values. Let we recover a
set of training frames X^ ijf for test frame x
j
f computed in block of feature f 2 F .
First, we normalize all absolute distances between query frame and X^ ijf as




k xjf   x^ijf;r k2X
r2X^ijf
k xjf   x^ijf;r k2
(5.1)
where r is x^ijf;r 2 X^ ijf .
We now construct a set of weighted votes for that query frame and that block













where a is x^ijf;a 2 Ak and Ak  X^ ijf with action label k. Query frame is more
likely to have the same action label with the closest matches. Vote vector, wijf ,





Multiple vote vectors are computed for every training and test camera pairs
and blocks of features. Now we must combine these votes from dierent blocks
of features, and over viewing cameras. We know that while a single frame can be
discriminative, many others may be ambiguous. Also, we know that descriptors of
all cameras and features may agree or disagree on action label. We would like the
nal combination of all possible cameras and block descriptors, tend towards the
most condent one. Also, we would like to do this in a straightforward manner












where weight vectors are combined over test cameras, training cameras and low
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level image features. This conceals the multiple information of camera views and
low level appearance features from activity recognition stage. Combined vector
represents the votes on the frame label, and it is a high level feature.
This process ensures that strongly condent blocks of features will have a
major eect on the nal vector w, as will strongly condent viewing directions.
Architecture fuses what we have with little fass, and copes with dropouts of
cameras and features without changing trained model. We now have, for each
test frame, a multi-view weight vector where the most certain class label should
be dominant. Weighted combination of various features over cameras can be
computed over features F . We do so by minimizing least square error for weight
vectors learned using training cameras (Section 5.3.3).
Combining features over computed match set is feasible, since system does not
have to compute pool of features for every new shape feature. This allows the
system to distribute jobs among cameras. Each camera can work with dierent
blocks of features and the nal matches will be combined in a central pool. So,
cameras do not have to aware of each other's processes. The only thing to be
learned is in  combination case.
5.2.2 From Frame Labels to Sequence Labels
We now have a set of weights associating each frame in a sequence with a label. If
the frame is unambiguous, then this weight vector will have one large value; if the
frame is ambiguous, then several values might be quite large. We cannot treat
these weights as probabilities, but can use them as features for a classier. Nave
Bayes (NB) is one natural approach, but assumes that frame-frame dynamics are
not particularly signicant in classifying a sequence. The traditional alternative
is to learn an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for each action, then choose the
action with the highest likelihood on the data.
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5.2.2.1 Nave Bayes
A Nave Bayes model assumes that the weight vector associated with each frame
is emitted independently, conditioned on action class. This ignores the temporal
structure of activities, but is well adapted to sequences where some frames are
ambiguous and others are highly distinctive (which seems to be the case for
most activity datasets). Assuming per-frame weight vectors w are independent
conditioned on action, the class posterior probability is:




where (k) is the class prior. We assume that the per-frame weight vectors
are emitted with a Gaussian conditional distribution, and that the covariance is
diagonal and the same per weight vector. We then have




[(wm   k)2] + log (k) + L (5.6)
L is the constant term. Now assume the class priors are uniform; then we




(wm   k)2 (5.7)
Parameter k is a mean weight vector of size n computed for every action
class using training samples. k and w vectors are normalized vectors having
positive values summed to one. Here, normalized vectors, transformed distances
and mislabeling of shared poses guaranty robustness. They do not have a major
impact on the classication results.
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5.2.2.2 Hidden Markov Model
An alternative which encodes temporal structure and has a long history in activity
recognition is the continuous HMM [47]. HMM provides temporal smoothing
over video frames. We model each action category as three state HMM with four
gaussian mixtures. The parameters of the HMM are set according to the best
rate in the range of 2 to 6 over a small subset of activity dataset. 3 state HMM
is perform well and it does not much dier from that of 2 or 4. The highest
likelihood HMM model for each test sequence denes the action label for that
sequence.
5.3 Experimental Results
Dataset: To test our approach, we need a dataset consisting of videos in multiple
viewpoints performed by actors in free orientations. We use the publicly available
INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequence (IXMAS) dataset [61] (This has been
widely used by many others [35, 59, 12, 32, 21]). It contains 13 actions (Nk)
performed 3 times (No) in dierent orientations by 12 actors (Np). The action
sequences are recorded in 5 cameras (Nc). [12] reports 10% average cross camera
accuracy if one trains with camera 5, and shows how dierent its view when just
appearance features are used without any special setup. We follow it and exclude
camera 5, as its overhead view strongly diers from the others. Figure 5.4 gives
summary information for this dataset.
Training and testing: Experiments are carried out by leave-one-actor-out cross
validation. For a given training C and test C 0 camera sets, experiments are done
Np times and the results are averaged as being the nal accuracy. The number
of cameras NC and NC0 associated with training camera set C and testing set C 0
may vary; and sets are disjoint if C \ C 0  ;.
In each leave one actor out experiment, all video samples of an actor pi,
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Figure 5.4: Example frames of some action classes from the IXMAS Dataset.
Every actor performs every action in 3 dierent orientations. Cameras 1 and 2
are placed close and almost have side views. Camera 3 is installed higher than
others, therefore cross camera recognition using camera 3 is hard due to great
variation in viewpoint. Camera 4 is the most controlled one having a reasonable
height and side view. In cropped images, it is shown that true body pose gets lost
in some views depending on the camera and actor orientation. Also, background
substraction results with some defects ( median lter is applied over binary images
prior to feature extraction.)
i = f1; :: ; Npg, recorded in C 0 are taken from the dataset and used for testing.
The rest of the actors fpjgj 6=i whose videos are recorded in cameras of C is used
as training samples to learn activity models.
The dataset has Np  No  Nc = 180 videos per action. Assume we choose
two cameras for training and testing, NC = 2 and NC0 = 2. Every action model is
learned using (Np  1)NoNC = 66 videos. First, every frame of NoNC = 6
training videos associated with pj, where j 6= i, is queried over pools. These
pools contain frames of (Np   2)  No  NC = 60 videos of fpkgk 6=fi;jg recorded
in training cameras C. Then, closest matches are retrieved and combined over
cameras and features(see Section 5.2.1). Finally, training videos in the form of
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Table 5.1: Average single camera recognition rates ( = 0:05, knn = 20). One-
shared camera experiment corresponds to using the same camera, while no-shared
one means using dierent cameras. For all features, using the same camera gives
the highest accuracy.
NB (%) HMM (%)
one-shared no-shared one-shared no-shared
line 61.49 44.53 59.94 44.68
radial 68.54 48.24 67.25 47.69
optical ow 82.10 55.47 80.50 55.63
\thin" combination 79.43 57.46 78.10 57.75
 combination 83.28 61.06 79.54 58.97
aggregated vote vectors are used to train the corresponding action classier (see
Section 5.2.2).
During testing, we follow the same order as in training. This time, NoNC0 =
6 videos of pi are used for testing. Frames are queried over the pools that contain
video frames of fpkgk 6=fig recorded in cameras of C. Please note that pools and
query samples are totally disjoint in terms of actor, and also in term of camera
views if C \ C0  ; during experiments.
Pooling and memoization: Frame matching is the most time consuming op-
eration. Through experiments, match sets per dierent actor and camera com-
binations are overlapped and recomputed multiple times through experiments.
We think constructing multiple smaller pools with little data variation is always
better then a single large pool.
We make use of memoization and multiple pools. We construct pools for
every camera and feature pair containing all videos of an actor(including left-
right reections of frames, except line feature). This results in Np  NC pools
for each feature type. For each query sequence, kNN sets from dierent pools
are stored in sorted order. Then, we combine them according to camera, and
feature of interest using merge sort. This decreases the time to construct pool
tables, decreases retrieval time and avoid redundant computations. By this mean,
expansion of training pools with new actors, actions and cameras are possible.
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5.3.1 Single Camera Recognition Rates
In the rst experimental setup, we use one camera for training and testing. There
are two distinct conditions here: the test view appears in the training set (the
one-shared camera case), or the test view does not appear in the training set (the
no-shared camera case, where we expect reduced recognition rates).
We perform experiments for radial grid, line and optical ow features sepa-
rately. Experiments are done with many dierent parameter congurations for
each feature. The best results are achieved with the following parameters: radial
grid feature with 5  5 square and 18 radial cells; line with 20 horizontal slices;
and optical ow with 8 8 gridding. The number of closest matches used are 20,
and  value used to compute transform distances in (Eq. 5.2) is 0:05.
We have experimented with both the square grid feature and the radial grid
feature, but nd the radial grid to be slightly more accurate. Since they encode
the same information, we report only experiments on the radial grid feature. Op-
tical ow feature signicantly outperforms others with more than 10% accuracy
in one-shared camera case. If we compare three features, line feature has lower
recognition than others in one-shared camera. However, we will see later that it
helps to improve recognition when combined with other features. We double the
set of training frames by inserting left-right reections; this increases recognition
performance.
Figure 5.5 shows activity classication results in detail for individual features
in single view. When the training set has frames from the same viewpoint as the
test set, accuracy is high. Combined features results in 83.28% accuracy, compa-
rable with the state of the art systems (Table 2.1). Notice that recognition rates
fall o 21% ( combination) when test and training sets do not share viewpoints;
the fall o is consistent with those reported in Table 2.1. We conclude NB and
HMM are reasonable choices of classiers, and we have reasonable features. Ta-
ble 5.3 compares classiers results, for dierent feature cases, combinations and
shared-view cases. The IXMAS dataset is not highly dynamic with few periodic
actions (walk and wave). In this case, HMM with 3 states work well, and 2 state
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or 4 state models work almost as well. A similar discussion holds when NB and
HMM results are compared. NB with no temporal information may outperform
HMM on the same dataset. This is due to the nature of the dataset. HMM can
behave better than NB in another dataset.
























(a) line feature - NB
























(b) radial grid feature - NB
























(c) optical ow feature - NB
























(d) line feature - HMM
























(e) radial grid feature - HMM
























(f) optical ow feature - HMM
Figure 5.5: Single camera recognition rates of NB classier for each individual
feature type ( similar discussion holds for the HMM classier ). Parameters 
and knn are chosen according to best rate ( = 0:05, knn = 20). For no-shared
camera combination, features (a) and (b) result in closer accuracies when the
viewpoints are similar (eg cameras 2 and 4), and the motion feature (c) gets
severely aected from view point variation. This is because silhouette features
keep the rough shape information across similar views, but motion feature can
be dissimilar across views per frame basic. In general, signicant view variation
is crucial for no-shared camera case (eg the combination with camera 3 performs
the worst). For the one-shared camera combination, the motion feature (c) is
quite robust and is around 80%.
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Table 5.2: Average two camera recognition rates for each feature and camera
combination ( = 0:05, knn = 20). In two-shared camera experiments, the
same set of camera pair is used for both training and testing. In one-shared
experiments, just one camera is the same, and no-shared one means that camera
pairs are disjoint.
NB (%) HMM (%)
two-shared one-shared no-shared two-shared one-shared no-shared
line 71.08 65.79 59.26 69.12 65.16 60.15
radial 78.70 71.43 63.78 77.39 70.63 63.07
optical ow 86.82 80.09 69.73 79.81 75.81 68.34
\thin" combination 86.86 81.96 74.50 82.23 77.63 71.51
 combination 88.07 83.17 75.64 83.48 78.98 72.86
5.3.2 Two Camera Recognition Rates
When there are two test and two training cameras, three cases are important:
two views are shared; one view is shared, and no views are shared. Table 5.2
summarizes the average recognition rates for NB and HMM classiers for various
view and feature cases.
As one would expect from the single camera results, when test and training
sets share viewpoints performance increases. However, notice that having a sec-
ond view tends to increase recognition rates quite strongly, even if there is no
sharing of views between test and training sets (15% in this case). We conjecture
that this is because there is a good chance that one view is unambiguous and
correct, even when views are not shared. Figure 5.6 shows detailed recognition
rates for dierent sets of test and training camera. When the same set of cam-
eras are used during training and testing, recognition accuracy is 88.07% in 
combination-NB setting. When one camera is shared, accuracy falls to 83.17%.
This is comparable to one-shared single camera recognition rates. If camera set is
disjoint,  combination results in 75.64% which is 14% higher than the no-shared
single camera case.
The two-train, two-test case is best compared to systems of types 4 and 5
in Table 2.1, because in this case one could come up with training (resp. test)
volumes, though we do not use as many views to build the volumes as those
systems do. Notice that the most favorable cases for our system are those where














































































































































































































































































































































































(f) optical ow feature - HMM
Figure 5.6: Two camera recognition rates of NB classier for various camera
combination(  = 0:05, knn = 20). On every accuracy matrix, diagonal entries
denote results when all training and test cameras are shared. O-diagonal(colored
blue) entries show disjoint camera sets. (a), (b) and (c) show individual feature
performances. The maximum recognition over all experiments is computed by
training and test camera pair [2 4]. ( Similar discussion holds for the HMM
classier results )
test and training views are shared (the diagonals in Figure 5.6). The recognition
rates here compare well with those of types 4 and 5 in Table 2.1, with some
slight fall-o most likely due to the relatively small number of views. We are
reporting the worst case for multi-view combination, where there are only two
views. In particular, notice that for all sets of views and a reasonable feature
combination, this worst case is very well behaved (Figure 5.10). Figure 5.7 shows
example confusion matrices for experiments on camera pairs [2 4] on no-shared,
one-shared and two-shared cameras cases. The comparable performance with
respect to volume reconstruction is justied by the tremendous advantage of not
needing to build these volume features, and so being able to cope with drop-out,
cameras not calibrated to one another, and so on.
There is some evidence of a link between recognition rates and reconstruc-
tion here. Cameras 2 and 4, the best behaving pair (93.16% recognition rate in
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Figure 5.7: Confusion matrices over activity classes for some individual experi-
ments from Figure 5.10b. When camera pair [2 4] is used for training, (a) shows
two-shared cameras case (testing with camera pair [2 4]), (b) shows one-shared
camera case (testing with camera pair [2 3]), (c) shows no-shared camera case(
testing with camera pair [1 3])
Figure 5.10b), are close to perpendicular, and so would reconstruct quite good
volumes. This is most likely because it is hard to have two cameras that would
(a) reconstruct a volume well and (b) are both ambiguous; understanding this
phenomenon would be valuable.
Figure 5.12 shows the performance of HMM for various test camera cases
when the system is trained using cameras [2 4]. This is a video sequence of 13
activities performed by an actor. We apply a sliding window including 23 frames
on the video sequence and each window is recognized with the highest likelihood
activity label. The most confusing sequence is cameras [1 3] due to non-shared
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(a) Same Cameras (b) Dierent Cameras
Figure 5.8: Correlation matrices among features when trained with one camera
using NB. Matrix entries show the number of test samples that are classied as
correct or incorrect when dierent low level image features are used. (a) shows
if test and training cameras are same. (b) shows if cameras are dierent(eg train
with camera 1 and test with camera 2).
camera condition. When there is a single camera shared among training and test
pairs, the recognition increases. Two-shared (cameras [2 4]) performs the best.
5.3.3 The Eects of Combining Image Features
Simple experiments suggest that dierent sets of features make errors that are
somewhat uncorrelated, suggest that it is worthwhile to combine features. In
particular, for single camera experiments in no-shared camera case, we obtain
on average P( radial is right j optical ow is wrong)= 0.40, and P(line is right j
optical ow is wrong)= 0.37 (eg 37% of the positive instances are labelled true
by radial feature while they are labelled false by optical ow feature). Figure 5.8
shows the correlation matrices on average between optical ow feature and other
features for no-shared(dierent) and one-shared(same) camera combinations.
We have two schemes for feature combination (Section 5.2.1); summing votes,
or summing weighted votes. As Tables 5.3 and 5.2 indicate, weighting votes
increases accuracy. Summing votes is a simple method that directly gets the
average of feature votes. The weighted voting procedure learns weight matrix 
using training samples.
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(a) \thin" combination - NB (b)  combination - NB
(c) \thin" combination - HMM (d)  combination - HMM
Figure 5.9: Single camera recognition accuracies on combined features. (a) and
(c) show the \thin" combination of radial-line-optical ow features, (b) and (d)
show the combination of features with parameters learned by least square error.
Parameters are learned using weight vectors from some subset of training
samples. For a given training camera set C, let W 2 RMt be a training set of
vote vectors. Vote matrices Wf are concatenated into a single matrix W ; where
t equals to j F j n, j F j is the number of features and n is the number of
action classes. Y 2 RMn is a matrix consisting of f0; 1g; and ylk is 1 when the
lth sample belogs to the kth action class. We learn a matrix of weights  2 Rtn.
Each column vector :k is learned using y:k and W by minimizing least square
with the following
arg min k Y   W  k22
s:t: 1T:k  t ; :k  0;
(5.8)


















































C[1 2] TrainC[1 3] TrainC[1 4] TrainC[2 3] TrainC[2 4] TrainC[3 4]


















































C[1 2] TrainC[1 3] TrainC[1 4] TrainC[2 3] TrainC[2 4] TrainC[3 4]


















































C[1 2] TrainC[1 3] TrainC[1 4] TrainC[2 3] TrainC[2 4] TrainC[3 4]


















































C[1 2] TrainC[1 3] TrainC[1 4] TrainC[2 3] TrainC[2 4] TrainC[3 4]
(d)  combination - HMM
Figure 5.10: Two camera recognition accuracies on combined features. The (a)
and (c) show the \thin" combination of radial-line-optical ow features. The (b)
and (d) indicate the combination of features with parameters learned by least
square error. On every accuracy matrix, diagonal entries denote results when
all training and testing cameras are shared. O-diagonal(colored red) entries
show disjoint camera sets. The maximum recognition over all experiments is
computed by training and test camera pair [2 4]. For this camera pair, the best
reported result is 93.16% using  combination of features with NB classication.
We experiment on 13 action classes. This is comparable to the best results using
volumes: the highest reported result is 93.33% accuracy using volumes but over
11 action classes [61].
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Table 5.3: Average recognition rates(%) for no-shared camera case showing the
addition of a second test camera. First row shows average no-shared camera
rates of Figure 5.11b when the system is trained with the corresponding camera;
and second one shows average no-shared camera results of Figure 5.9b. Having a
second view during testing improves performance.
Train C[1] Train C[2] Train C[3] Train C[4]
Testing with 1 Camera 66.03 63.32 53.06 61.82
Testing with 2 Cameras 78.13 72.58 59.55 70.51
5.3.4 The Eects of Camera Drop Out
In real time, the number of active cameras in a system can change due to drop
out or drop in. Figure 5.11 shows the accuracies of  combination for training
with two cameras and testing with one camera. Comparing Figure 5.11a with
the diagonal of Figure 5.10b, we observe the average performance drop when a
camera switches to oine mode. For example, for training camera pair [1 2],
testing with camera 1 has 80.34%, testing with camera 2 has 83.97%, but testing
with cameras [1 2] gives 86.97% accuracy. Performance drops with a camera lost,
but camera dropouts are not a catastrophe.
We also perform sliding window recognition on a test video sequence to mea-
sure the eect of camera drop out. Figure 5.13 shows the performances when a
test camera is switch into oine mode.
Similarly, we can compare Figure 5.11b with Figure 5.9b to evaluate the ad-
dition of a second camera in real time. When camera 1 is the only camera that
is used for training, testing with camera 1 performs 81.41% while testing with
camera pair [1 2] gives 85.9%. Table 5.3 summarizes the performance of camera
drop in for no-shared camera case. For example, when the camera 1 is used for
training, the average recognition rate over testing with camera 2 or 3 or 4 is
66.03% and the average recognition rate over testing with camera pairs [2 3] or
[2 4] or [3 4] is 78.13%. This shows that even with disjoint camera sets, addition
of a second camera during test time increases performance.


























































































(b) one versus two cameras
Figure 5.11: NB recognition accuracies with  combined features( = 0:05, knn =
20). (a) shows recognition performance of a single camera system using action
models trained with two cameras. (b) shows system performance with addition
of a second test camera.
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5.4 Conclusion and Discussion
Our method combines the condence estimate of multiple cameras and various
appearance features. This helps to solve mislabeled frames with a more accu-
rate activity recognition. In our experiments, we show having a second view
outperforms single view systems with a considerable amount.
We have shown that, by not reconstructing in 3D, we have gained really sig-
nicant advantages in system architecture without losing much in performance.
Views need not be calibrated to one another; training and test cameras do not
need to overlap; cameras can drop in and out with little penalty; new features can
be incorporated easily; and discriminative views can be exploited opportunisti-
cally. We believe our system is appropriate for large distributed camera systems
with its exible architecture.


























































































Figure 5.12: A case for actor alba with 1st orientation trained with cameras [2
4]. A window size of 23 frames moves over the action videos. Each window is
given to HMMs and labeled with label of the highest likelihood one. In the rst
and second gures, system tests with cameras [3 4] and cameras [1 2]-one shared
with train set [2 4]. In the third gure, system test with cameras [1 3] - no shared
with train set [2 4]. Lastly, system tests with the same pair- both shared.




































































Figure 5.13: A case for actor alba with 1st orientation trained with cameras [2
4]. A window size of 23 frames moves over the action videos that corresponds to
1sec. recording. Each window is given to HMMs and labeled with label of the
highest likelihood model. It is shown what happens when we switch one camera
into o-line mode. In the rst gure, camera [2] is online, in the second gure




Multiple-view camera systems have signicant benets over single-view systems.
If there is more than one camera with overlapping views, the activity judgment
is more accurate. If cameras do not overlap, they contribute to judgment in
disjoint time intervals (e.g., while an actor is walking, the discriminative pose
is captured by dierent cameras deployed in dierent positions). In this thesis,
we explore two approaches in the activity recognition framework with multiple
views. However, both methods can also be investigated for the recognition of
other object types in videos and in images. Proposed methods match either
volumes or individual silhouettes of human poses. Proposed descriptors can be
applied to other articulated and rigid objects and can be queried to nd nearest
matches. Similarly, the proposed systems can be used for object retrieval and
further to recognize their motions in videos.
6.1 Discussion on Volumes
First direction is to assume that there is a multi camera system with camera
calibration information. If the camera amount and camera layout is enough for
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reconstruction, volume is the most natural way of data fusion. If such system ex-
ists, there is no need to have complex models and complex recognition systems.
Importance of key poses for action recognition is shown without using action
dynamics. However, these studies and related shape descriptors are mostly on
single-view activity recognition and we can not use them in 3D domain. There-
fore, we propose two new pose descriptors and measure their performances under
the action recognition framework. Here, volumes are converted to proposed pose
descriptors and actions are shown as the concatenation of pose descriptors and
various techniques are applied for action recognition. Our objective is to show
the importance of pose descriptor to retrieve key poses and further understand
actions in 3D domain.
We rst model poses in 3D as the distribution of oriented cylinders. We use
voxel grids constructed using silhouettes and search various size cylindrical kernels
over it. Experiments show that the proposed descriptor is good for pose retrieval
and action recognition. Pose alignment is one issue. We observe that when there
are sucient number of training video samples with various actors orientations,
model can nd a true match. Alternatively, one can use a technique like PCA-
alignment. Oriented cylinders are applications of bag-of-features method using
3D kernels. It does not model the internal structure of parts. Low level pairwise
features with relative location information like relative angles can be dened
among 3D kernels. These features can be more discriminative when compared to
the unary features and they encode the local patch alignments contrary to initial
global pose alignment that is error prone to noise.
Second representation is based on the view-independent circular features ex-
tracted over horizontal layers of volumes. It goes better with encoding the relative
ordering of features in consecutive layers contrary to histogramming the oriented
cylinders. The proposed encoding is lossy, but it is robust to handle discrimi-
native shape features over volumes. It is also fast to implement. We achieved
state-of-the art results and again show that pose representation is important for
the activity recognition performance. As the future direction, the study can be
extended to various other basic features with view-invariant properties.
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Activity recognition systems using volumes require special camera setups.
Therefore, indoor and controlled environments allow the maintenance of such
systems. When it is possible to setup such systems, 3D representations solve the
issues regarding camera orientations and viewpoint variations, resulting in better
activity recognition performance. We mostly investigate the importance of 3D
pose descriptors while keeping activity recognition framework simple. In the
future, the proposed systems can be advanced with complex activity recognition
methods and higher performances can be obtained.
6.1.1 Future Work on Volumetric Features
As future work to volume based approaches proposed in this thesis, the following
issues and directions can be investigated to improve recognition rates
 Pose alignment
 Pairwise features among oriented cylinders (resp circular features)
 Other view-invariant features
 Complex activity recognition methods
6.2 Discussion on Camera Architecture
The second direction focuses on a multiple camera architecture with desirable en-
gineering features including camera setup, scalability, and activity performance.
Volume reconstruction requires calibrated camera systems. However, such special
setups are not easy to maintain. Individual frame judgments can be used while
providing a more exible system architecture. We propose a voting scheme incor-
porating label judgments from various camera frames and features. The proposed
architecture reduces the system requirements and make the system maintenance
easy. It does not require camera calibration, camera overlap, or hard frame syn-
chronization, it is adaptable to any number of cameras at any time interval and
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it can work in both indoor and outdoor environments. When it is thought as
part of a distributed camera network, it has a low network load transferring
only low level features, the activity votes. Extensive evaluation through exper-
iments show that the system is feasible with many of these features with little
performance penalty compared to state-of-the art volume matching approaches.
Experiments also show having a second view outperforms single view with a con-
siderable amount and if two camera positions have enough overlapping views for
volume reconstruction, there is no need for volumes.
6.2.1 Future Work on Camera Architecture
Camera architecture is extensible in many ways, particularly for surveillance sys-
tems. It can be extended and explored for wide area indoor/outdoor applications.
Some future directions can be as follows
 We assume that there exist a single person in the scene. But, there can be
many people and there needs to have a method for frame correspondence
among multiple views of a scene. A simple method based on shape and
motion features can be used to match person regions in dierent views.
 Our study focuses on the recognition of simple human actions. The archi-
tecture can be tested on more complex activities. In this study, label votes
are collected from frames but instead one can collect votes from body parts
for complex activity labels.
 Our architecture can work with any kind of low level feature. We have used
simple silhouette based appearance features and optical ow based motion
feature, but it is worth to try other kind of features like part based HOG
features or view invariant low level features.
 The system can be extended for distributed camera network where there ex-
ist multiple cameras with overlapping and non overlapping views. Tracking
of the person in multiple cameras is also important to investigate.
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6.3 Related Publications
 S. Pehlivan and P. Duygulu. 3D human pose search using oriented cylinders.
In International Conference on Computer Vision Workshops, 2009.
 S. Pehlivan and P. Duygulu. A new pose-based representation for recog-
nizing actions from multiple cameras. Computer Vision and Image Under-
standing, 2011.
 S. Pehlivan and D. Forsyth. Multiple View Activity Recognition Without
Reconstruction. PAMI, [Under Review]
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